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CHARACTERIZATIONS OF THE FISCHER GROUPS. I, II, III

BY

DAVID PARROTT

Abstract. B. Fischer, in his work on finite groups which contain a conjugacy class

of 3-transpositions, discovered three new sporadic finite simple groups, usually

denoted M(22), A/(23) and A/(24)'. In Part I two of these groups, M(22) and A/(23),

are characterized by the structure of the centralizer of a central involution. In

addition, the simple groups t/6(2) (often denoted by A/(21)) and PSî(7, 3), both of

which are closely connected with Fischer's groups, are characterized by the same

method.

The largest of the three Fischer groups M(24) is not simple but contains a simple

subgroup M(24)' of index two. In Part II we give a similar characterization by the

centralizer of a central involution of A/(24) and also a partial characterization of

the simple group A/(24)'.

The purpose of Part III is to complete the characterization of M(24)' by showing

that our abstract group G is isomorphic to A/(24)'. We first prove that G contains a

subgroup X — Af(23) and then we construct a graph (on the cosets of X) which is

shown to be isomorphic to the graph for A/(24).

PARTI

The results proved are:

Theorem A. Let G be a finite group, z an involution in G and H = CG(z). Suppose

J = 02(H) is extra-special of order 29 and CH{J) Q J. Then

(i) ifH/J = PSp4(3), G a U6(2) or G = H ■ O(G);

(ii) if H/J = Aut PSp4(3), G contains a subgroup G0 of index two, G0 = U6(2) and

G C Aut G0 or G = H ■ 0(G).

Theorem B. Let G be a finite group, z an involution in G and H = CG(z). Suppose

that J = 02(H) is the direct product of a group of order two with an extra-special

group of order 29 and that J' = <z>. // CH(J) Q J and H/J s Aut PSp¿3), then

one of the following holds :

(i) G - H • O(G);
(ii) there is an involution z, E Z(J) — <z> with <z,> <1 G, G contains a subgroup

G0 of index two with Gq/^z^} = i/6(2) and G C Aut G0;

(iii) G = A/(22).

Theorem C. Let G be a finite group which possesses an involution z such that

H = CG{z) satisfies:

(i) J = 02(H) is the direct product of a four group and an extra-special group of

order 29, and CH(J) QJ\
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(ii) H contains an element c of order three with ///7<c> = Aut PSp4(3) and

CH(c)/(c,z}^PSp4(3).

Then either G = H ■ 0(G) or G — M(23) or G contains a normal four group

<z,, z2> with G/(zv z2> = Aut U6(2).

Previously, D. Hunt [11], [12] has characterized the groups M(22) and Af(23) by

the centralizer of an involution which is a 3-transposition. The proofs of Theorems

B and C rely on his results as well as Theorem A. In Part II these results are used

by the author to give a characterization of the larger group M(24).

By using some of the lemmas in the proofs of Theorems B and C we are able to

give a characterization of the simple group PQ,(1, 3) = B3(3). (A certain element of

order three in A/(23) has centralizer isomorphic to Z3 X P$l(7, 3).)

Theorem D.1 Let G be a finite group, z an involution in G and suppose H = CG(z)

satisfies :

(i) H contains a normal subgroup Kx * K2 X K3 of index four with Kx s K2 =

SL(2, 3) and K3 ̂  &4;

(ii) H = (AT, * K2 X K3)(t, u} where (t, u} at E4, K[ = K2, [K3, t] = 1 and ut

acts fixed-point-free on a Sylow 3-subgroup of H.

Then either G = H- 0(G); 02(K3) = <z„ z2> O G with G/(zx, z2> at Z3 •

Aut PSp4(3); or G a Pü(l, 3).

1. Notation and preliminary results. As far as notation is concerned, we will in

general follow Gorenstein [3]. In addition, we will use:

X * Y: the central product of the groups X, Y;

x ~xy: x is conjugate to>> in A';

xx. {y-'lxy\y Ei) = conjugacy class of jc in X;

Zn, Dn: the cyclic, dihedral groups of order n, respectively;

Epn\ the elementary abelian group of order/?" (p prime);

Q8: the quaternion group of order 8;

2„, &„ the symmetric, alternating groups of degree n.

Proposition 1 (Suzuki [3, pp. 328, 105]). If x is an involution in the finite group G

and x & 02(G), then x inverts an element of odd order in G *.

Proposition 2 (Glauberman [2]). Let x be an involution in a finite group G. If

G ^ Cc(x) ■ O(G) then x is conjugate (in G) to an involution in CG(x) — <x).

Proposition 3 (Thompson [10, Corollary 1]). Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of

the finite group G, S0 a maximal subgroup of S and x an involution in S — S0. If x is

not conjugate (in G) to any involution in S0 then G contains a subgroup G0 of index

two with x G G — G0.

Proposition 4. Let G be a finite group, z an involution in G and H = Cc(z).

Suppose that P ^ \ is a p-subgroup of H (p an odd prime) which satisfies (*) //

g~lPg C H, g e G, then there exists h S H so that g~]Pg = h xPh.

In the case G = 0\G), Theorem D is a special case of a result of Olsson [21] and Solomon [22].
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Then for any involution t E CH(P), t —G z if and only if t ~~M(p\ z. If, in addition,

Nc(p) = nh(p) ■ CG(P) then t~Gzif and only if t ~c(/>) z.

Proposition 5. Let H be a finite group with J = 02(H) extra-special (i.e.

J = Ds * ... * Ds or Dg * ... * Ds * Qs). If P =£ 1 is a p-subgroup of H (p an

odd prime) then each of Cj(P), [P, J] is extra-special or equal to Z(J).

Proof. This follows immediately from Cj(P)[P, J] = J [3, Theorem 5.3.5] and

the Three Subgroups Lemma [3, Theorem 2.2.3].

The next result is certainly a consequence of Gorenstein and Harada's main

theorem [6]. However we will give a short proof which essentially relies on the

original characterizations of the groups involved.

Proposition 6. Let G be a finite group which contains an involution z. Suppose

that H = CG(z) satisfies:

(i) 0X3(H) = L, * L2, L, m SL(2, 3), i = 1, 2;

(n)H/023(H)^E4;

(iii)L,. <\¡H,i = 1,2.
Then one of the following holds :

(a) (7 = H- 0(G)or

(b) G « L4(3), U4(3), Aut PSp4(3) or Aut G2(3).

Proof. Let L, = <a,, /?„ a,-> where <a,, /?,> ^ Qs and a, is of order three for

i = 1, 2, and let V = <w, v, z> be a Sylow 2-subgroup of NH((_aly ct2». Note that

V ■ L, • L2 = H and V n 02(H) = <z>. From the assumptions listed above we can

choose the generators of H in such a way that the following relations hold:

a," = a2,       a," = «2,       /?," - ß2,

or = o/\     <x° = a,"',     ß? = a,Ä,        / = 1, 2.

Suppose now that (a) does not hold. By Proposition 2, z ~G h for some

h E: H — <z>. As 02(H) — <z> has only one class of involutions in // with

representative a,a2 say, and as C(axa2) n 02(H) a Z2 X £>8, Sylow's theorem

yields  that z ~G /i,  for some h G H - 02(H). Thus there are involutions in

V — (z> by Proposition 1 so V = £g, Z38 or Z4 X Z2.

We first consider the case when G does not contain a subgroup of index two.

If V — Es then G = L4(3) by Phan's result [17]. In this case G has two classes of

involutions with z —G v ~c u —c uv say and 01^2 ~c «z —G uvz ^c z.

If F = Ds and u is of order four then G = U4(3) by another result of Phan [18].

We note that U4(3) has only one class of involutions. Suppose that V = Ds and

v2 = 1. Without loss we take (uv)2 = z. As ñ^C^íu)) = (t>, a,a2, z), z—G v

forces z ~G aia2, since all involutions in v02(H) are conjugate in H. Let 5 =

<m, a{a2, /3, ß2, z>, a Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(u). Clearly 5 is the unique (normal)

elementary abelian subgroup of order 16 in V • 02(H), a Sylow 2-subgroup of H

(and hence of G). Since NH(S)/S = 24, CG(S) = S and z is conjugate to an

involution in S - <z> in G, we have NG(S)/S = L2(7) or 6B6. In either case

z ~G aia2 and vS ~/v(£) <*i/^ so that z ~G v also. Finally, Proposition 3 yields
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z —G u —G uz and G has one class of involutions. As C^Oj), CH(ata2l) and

CH(ala1) have quaternion, cyclic and elementary abelian Sylow 2-subgroups,

respectively, it follows that <a,> ^G<a,a2) ■^G(,ala2l)>. Proposition 4 now yields

that z —C(o a , «. We have CH(axa2)/(^axa1s) s Z)12 whence Gorenstein and Walter's

result [3, Theorem 15.2.1] gives CG(oxo2)/(oxo2} « L2(H) or 1^(13). It follows that

either 5| |CG(u)| or 7| |Cc(u)| as v E NH((_axa2}). This contradicts |CG(u)| = \H\,

so this case cannot occur.

In the case when V = Z4 X Z2 we show that G has a subgroup of index two. If

ü2 = 1 then <t), 02(H)} contains two classes of elements of order four in H, with

representatives ax, vaxa2. Obviously u r^G a,, and as CH(u) has Sylow 2-subgroup

isomorphic to Z4 X Z2 X Z2 while CH(vaxa2) = Z4 X Z4, u <*G vaxa2 either. By

Harada's transfer lemma [10], G has a subgroup of index two. If u2 = 1, <«> •

02(H) has two classes of elements of order four in H with representatives a„ uax.

Obviously v ^G a, and as CH(v) ^ Z4X Z2X Z2 while CH(uax) zz Z4 X Z4, we

also have v ^G uax. Harada's lemma again yields that G has a subgroup of index

two. (Clearly, when (uv)2 = 1, an identical argument gives the same result.)

Finally we consider the case when G has a subgroup (70 of index two. Without

loss we may assume G0 n H = (u}02(H) or (v}02(H). In the first case, G0 »

PSp4(3) by Janko [14], and in the second case G0 = G2(3) by another result of

Janko [15]. It follows that G at Aut PSp4(3), in which case V » Es, or G at

Aut G2(3) (and V = Ds).

We conclude this section by listing various properties of the groups PSp4(3) and

Aut PSp4(3) which will be needed in the proofs of the theorems.

Some properties of PSp4(3). The group PSp4(3) is a simple group of order

26- 34- 5. A Sylow 2-subgroup of PSp4(3) has centre of order two, and if t is an

involution in the centre of a Sylow 2-subgroup, C(t) = L, * /^(m), where u2 = 1,

Lx s SL(2, 3) and L" = L2. If we take Li = <«,, /?,., a,> (as above) we have the

following relations for C(t): a" = a2, a" = a2, ß" = ß2.

Note that 02(C(t)) = <a,, ß/\i = 1, 2> = Qs * Qs has one noncentral class of

involutions in C(t) with representative axa2 say.

In PSp4(3) there are two classes of involutions with representatives /, ut where

/ — u and ut — otxa2 (the coset u02(C(t)) contains two classes of involutions in C(t)

with representatives u, ut). The Sylow 2-subgroup <w, 02(C(/))> contains precisely

one elementary abelian subgroup of order 16, namely S = <m, axa2, ßtß2, />. We

note that C(S) = S, N(S)/S s &. and that C(ut) (c N(S)) is isomorphic to the

centralizer of a noncental involution in 6Ej.

We have <ct,, a2> is a Sylow 3-subgroup of C(i) and C«0,, a2» = A/(/> where

M is elementary of order 27, and N(M)/M = S4. Let (u, t, ß} be a Sylow

2-subgroup of JV(A/) with <«, /, y3> c ^«a,^» and Z«M( t, ß)) = (ut). PSp4(3)

has four classes of elements of order three; a„ af1, ata2, o{a2\ and two classes of

elements of order nine with cube conjugate to a, or o-j"1. Further, C(a¡o2l) = Af</>

and JV«^-1» = M<«, />; Qa^) = A/<«, i>, ^«a,^» = M<«, /, /8>; C(a{)

= A/«a,)) is a split extension of a nonabelian group 03(C(ax)) of order 27 and of

exponent three, by L2 (= SL(2, 3)). If x E 03(C(a,)) — <a,> then x — a,a2'. A

Sylow 3-subgroup of PSp4(3) is isomorphic to Z3 wr Z3.
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The subgroup C(ax) is maximal in PSp4(3) and 032(C(ax)) lies in precisely one

maximal subgroup of PSp4(3), namely C(ox).

Finally, if B is a Sylow 5-subgroup of PSp4(3) then N(B) is a Frobenius group of

order 20.

Some properties of Aut PSp4(3). It is well known that Aut PSp4(3) contains a

subgroup of index two isomorphic to PSp4(3). Put Aut PSp4(3) = PSp4(3)(v}

where v is an involution and v E C(t). We may choose v so that we have the

following relations for C(t):

[M]- 1,    or = ar\    < = oÇ\    ft" = a,.ft        (i = 1, 2).

The Sylow 2-subgroup <«, u, 02(C(/))> now contains four elementary abelian

subgroups of order 16: <©, w, t, axa2} ~ <ua,, ußxß2, t, axa2}, and

<wu, a,a2, axßxß2, />, 5 which are both normal. In Aut PSp4(3), N(S)/S at 25.

Further, C(t>) ^ Z2 X Z2 X 24, and, taking u ~ wui, C(wu) = Z2 X 26. (In

C(f), t)02(C(/)) contains one class of involutions, and uv02(C(t)) has two classes

with representatives uv, uvt.)

From the relations in C(t) we see that a,, aj"1 are conjugate in Aut PSp4(3) and

so A/«a,)) = C(a,)<ü>, C(a,) clearly being the same as in PSp4(3). Also we have

C(°i°2l) = M('' Mü> and Ar«°i°21» = M<'> "> u> wlme C(°la2) = M<'> "' üß>

and   N«.oxo2}) = Af«u/> X </, u, /?».   Note   that   N(M)/M =s Z2 X 24   and

Qaia2)/^ = ^8- (Most of the properties of PSp4(3) listed above may be found in

Janko [14].)

For the remainder of Part I we will adopt the following notation: if x was used

to denote an element of PSp4(3) or Aut PSp4(3) above then x will denote an

element of H such that xJ satisfies the same properties in H/J as x did in

Aut PSp4(3). In addition / will belong to CH((ox, o2» «a„ o2> » Eg), u, v will

normalize <a,, a2>, but we do not know if t is an involution in H or if [u, t] = 1.

(We only have t2, [u, t] E J.)

2. A nonsimple case in Theorems A, B.

Theorem 1. Suppose that G, H, z satisfy the hypotheses of Theorems A or B. If, in

addition, we have Cj(ax) = Cj(a2) then G = H ■ O(G).

The proof will be given in a series of lemmas which, taken together, will yield

z ^G h for any involution h E H - <z>. The theorem then follows immediately

from Proposition 2. Much of the proof is independent of the different assumptions

about H. However it will be necessary at times to refer to the three possibilities:

Case (i): H/J a .PS/>4(3), Z(J) = <z>;

Case (ii): H/J at Aut PSp4(3), Z(J) = <z>;

Case (iii): H/J ^ Aut />S/>4(3), Z(J) = <z, z,> » £4.

As H contains an element y with y3 = ax, Proposition 5 yields [a,, J] —

Qs * Qs * Qs an<* -A) = Q(°i) = Z(7) * Z) where D as Z)8 or gg- We suppose that

70 = Ç/io-j) also. Since <7, NH((ox}), C^a^) = H (see §1) it follows that J0 < //.

Note that if ¿7 is a Sylow 3-subgroup of 023(CH(ax)) then t/ — <o,> only contains

conjugates  of  a,^1.   It  follows  therefore   that   Cj(axa2l) n [a,, 7] » Qg.  Thus
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Cj(axa2) n  [o„ J] at Qg * g8    and    023(CH(oxo2)) n   C(70) =  <a,a2>   X

Z(J) * L3 * L4 where L3=L4 = SL(2, 3). This yields that Jx contains one class of

involutions in H in cases (i), (ii) and two classes in case (iii) (with representatives

j\,j\Zx,jx E [a„ J]). In particular any involution in J is conjugate to an involution

in Cj(B)(Cj(B)n[ox,J]^Ds).

Lemma 1.1. We have z ^Gj for any involution j G J — <z>.

Proof. Since \H : C„(Z(/))| < 2, 02(CG(Z(J))) = J whence NH(Z(J)) =

NG(Z(J)). It follows that zG n Z(J) = {z} and that a Sylow 2-subgroup of H is a

Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Let y be any involution in J — /,, with K a Sylow

2-subgroup of CH(j). By Lemma 6 of [16] we have ttx(Z(K)) Q (j, Z(/)>. Clearly

[H, H']n J Q Jx which means [K, K'\ n fii(Z(AT)) Ç Z(7). On the other hand,

K' n 7, Z Z(K) so <z> c [K, K']. It follows that <z> <] A/g(ä:) whence AT is a

Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(j); i.e. z -*-G/.

Now let y E Jx — Z(J) with z ~Gj. From our remarks above we may suppose

j E Cj(B) whence Proposition 4 implies z~j in CG(B). Let L be a Sylow

2-subgroup of C(y') n CH(B). Since |L : Cy(/) n L\ < 2, Proposition 7 of [16]

yields that we must be in cases (ii) or (iii) with L n J = Z2 X Ds or Z2 X Z2 X Z>8,

respectively. In addition, L — J must contain involutions. However, an involution

x E CH(B) — Cj(B) must centralize [5, Jx] as Z>8 X gg- As [x, 7,] ^ 1, x acts as

an outer automorphism on C(B) n [o,, 7] (= ö8) whence C(x) n Cy (5) = Z(/).

It follows that z ^Gy and the lemma is proved.

Let T¡, i = 1, 2, 3, denote Sylow 2-subgroups of CH(ax), CH(axa2x), C^a^^,

respectively. As Tx n J — J0 and CH(J0) covers Tx/J0 (= Qs), we must have

Tx = J0 X Tf, 77 = Qs (ög has trivial multiplier [13, p. 643]); without loss we take

<i> = fi,(r*). Clearly [/, <a„ a2>] = 1 from which it follows that [t, Cj(axa2x)] = 1

and that / interchanges the two quaternion subgroups in [axa2\ J]. Finally an easy

calculation yields that any involution in tJ is conjugate (in H) to an involution in

tCj(axa2x).

Lemma 1.2. We have <a,> ^G <CT,a2'> ^G (axa2}.

Proof. From Lemma 1.1 and the fact that <z ) c T2 c T2 n / we see that T2 is

a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(oxa2l). As |T3| > 29 and |T2| < 28, we have axa2x

i<*c axa2. If <a,> ~G (oxo21} then there exists g E G — H with T\ Ç T2, by

Sylow's theorem. However z E 7, implies zg E T2 Ç 7*2 n •/. Thus zg = z by

Lemma 1.1, a contradiction.

Lemma 1.3. For a«v involution x E. tJ we have x ~^G z.

Proof. Let x be an involution in tJ. By the remarks preceding Lemma 1.2 we

may suppose x E tCj(axa2l). Since [t, Cj(axa21)] = 1, z E (C(x) n T^' c T2n J.

It follows from Lemma 1.1 that C(x) n T2 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(x) n

Cc(aia2') and mat z ^- a: in CG(a,a2'). Proposition 4 and Lemma 1.2 now yield

z -y*r x.

Lemma 1.4. No involution in utJ is conjugate to z in G.
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Proof. In the notation of §1 we have ut E C^a^^ and that ut inverts oxo2 .

Thus C(ut) n [a„ /] = Z2 X Qs whence Cj(x) contains a subgroup K » Z4 * Qs

for any (involution) x E w/./. If z ~G x then Cg(jc) contains a 2-subgroup F with

| Y : X | = 2, * a Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(x). Let .y E Y - X and consider Ky

(C *). Since zG n / = {z} (Lemma 1.1), Á7 n J = 1 so ÄZ//7 as K at Z4 * Q%.

This is a contradiction, however, as CH(ut)J/J cannot contain a subgroup isomor-

phic to AT (see §1).

We remark that the proof of Theorem 1 is now complete if we are in case (i). For

the remaining two lemmas we assume therefore that we are in cases (ii) or (iii).

Lemma 1.5. If x is an involution in uvJ then z -^G x.

Proof. As we may assume uv E CH(B), [uv, [B, J]] = 1 forces Cj(x) to be

nonabelian for any (involution) x in uvJ. Hence if A" is a Sylow 2-subgroup of

CH(x), we have z E A". Since zc n H' = {z} by the lemmas already proved, X is

a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(x) and x -><-G z.

Lemma 1.6. There are no involutions in vJ conjugate to z in G.

Proof. Suppose x is conjugate to an involution in vJ. Then z —G x for some

involution x in uvtJ (see §1). From the proof of Lemma 1.5 we see that Cj(x) must

be elementary abelian. Hence uvtJ has at most two classes of involutions in

(uvt,J) so we may assume x E CH(axa2l). By Lemma 1.2 and Proposition 4 we

must have z ~ x in CG(axa2l). Now T2 = <jc, t, Cj(axa21)} is a Sylow 2-subgroup

of CH(axa2x) and as [/, Cj(axa21)] = 1, K = C(x) n T2 must be elementary abelian.

If all involutions in xCj(axo2x) are conjugate to x (in T^ then (zG n AT) =

(x, Cj(axa21)}, whence \y\y E Cj(axa2x) - <z>} <3 N(K). Thus <z> 07V(A")

which implies K is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(x) n CG(axa2l) and x <*-G z. It follows

therefore that we are in case (iii), K as .E32 and z has 5 conjugates in N(K) n

CG(axalx). However Cj(axa2l)K/K (as E4) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N(K)/K (of

order 20). This contradicts the structure of GL(5, 2) which completes the proof of

the lemma.

3. The proof of Theorem A. In this section we will complete the proof of Theorem

A by proving the following two results.

Theorem 2. Suppose G satisfies the assumptions of Theorem A(i) (i.e. H/J as

PSp4(3)). If, in addition, Gi^H- O(G) and Cj(ax) * C^oJ, then G » U6(2).

Theorem 3. Suppose G satisfies the assumptions of Theorem A(ii) (i.e. H/J —

Aut PSp4(3)). If, in addition, G ¥= H ■ O(G) and Cj(ax) ^ C^a^, then G contains a

subgroup G0 of index two, G0 = U6(2) and G <Z Aut G0.

We begin with some remarks on the structure of H which apply to both cases.

Since a2 acts nontrivially on Cj(ax), Proposition 5 gives Cj(ox) as Qg and J at

Qs * Qs * Qs * Qs 0-e- J is °î tyPe +). If r E Cj(ax) — <z> then r has order four
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and CH(r) covers 0232(CH(ax))/Cj(ax), whence CH(r) c CH(ax)J. Thus r has at

least 240 conjugates in H, so all elements of order four in J are conjugate in H.

This yields Cy(B) = <z>.

As any 3-element of 023(CH(ax)) — <a,> is conjugate to axa2x, we have (again

using Proposition 5) J = Cj(ax) * Cj(a2) * Cj(oxo2x); i.e. 023(CH(oxo2x)) at Z3 X

SL(2, 3) * SL(2, 3). Finally we see that C^o^^ = <z> and that J has only one

class of noncentral involutions in H.

Let Tx be a Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(ox). As Tx n J as Tx/Tx (~) J = Qs and

C„(F, n ./) covers T,/?", n J, we have 7, s Qs X Qs. Without loss take ß,(F,)

= <i, z> so that [/, a2] = 1 also. Let T2, T3 be Sylow 2-subgroups of CH(oxo2x) and

CH(axa2), respectively, with t E T¡, i = 2, 3. Let A/ be a Sylow 3-subgroup of

CH((ox, a2» so that M at E21 and CH((ax, a2» = Af • <', z>. In the notation of §1

take <w, r, z> as a Sylow 2-subgroup of NH((ox, a2)) in case (i) and <t>, w, t, z) in

case (ii). Without loss, assume that t ~N(M)u (f<z)—/v<a/) M<2>-see §0- Thus

<w, i, z> a* Es or Z)8 depending on whether (ut)2 = 1 or z.

Since a" = a2 we have Cj(ax)u = Cj(a2) and [Cyia,^1), u] = 1. Conversely,

[i, 0,(0^ * Cy(a2)] = 1 while / interchanges the two quaternion groups in

Cj(axa2x), so that Cj(t) = E4 X Qs * Qs. Thus tJ contains 3 classes of involutions

in (/, ax, a2, J} with representatives t, tz, tj where /, tz each have four conjugates,

tj has 72 and j is any involution in Cj(t) — Z(Cj(t)). Let F = Cj(ut) = Cj(u) n

Cj(t) so that F = E32. Hence utJ contains only 2 classes of elements with square in

<z>; we take ut, utz as representatives of the two classes.

Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of H with T = J ■ 02(CH(t))(u)> in case (i) and

T = J02(CH(t))(u, v} in case (ii). Observe that T is also a Sylow 2-subgroup of G

because CG(J) = Z(J) = <z>. As <w> • <a,, a2> acts irreducibly on

Cj(t)/Z(Cj(t)) s EX6, it follows that F < 7Xa,a2>. Clearly F < C„(wí) so the

structure of PSp4(3) yields that NH(F)/J as £16 • é£5 (case (i)), Ex6 ■ 25 (case (ii)).

Take E = CH(F) and observe u, t E. E. Thus F covers 02(NH(F))/J which yields

|F| = 29 and NH(E)/E at NH(F)/J. Finally we have F as E2, if [w, /] = 1 or

E^EX6X Ds*Qsif[u,t] = z.

Proof of Theorem 2. This will be carried out in a series of lemmas.

Lemma 2.1. The subgroup (oxo2x} is not conjugate to either <a,> or <o-,a2> in G.

Further    we    have     Cc(axa2x)/{axa2xy   a  PSp4(3)    or    CG(axa2)  =

0(CG(oxa2x))CH(axa2x).

Proof. From the remarks above we see that CH(oxo2x)/(oxo2x)> is isomorphic to

the centralizer of a (central) involution in PSp4(3). The second statement now

follows from Proposition 6. In particular, F2 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(axa2x).

Clearly <a,> ^G (axa2x) as Tx - Q% x Qs as F2. If Ff c F2 for some g EG

then |F3| = 8 implies |C(zg) n F2| = 8. This is not possible in T2 so we have

(,axa2xy ^G (oxo2y, as required.

Lemma 2.2. For any involution j E J — <z> we have z ^Gj. In addition we may

suppose z r^G tz.
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Proof. Let y E T2 n J - <z> and recall t E T2. By Proposition 4 and Lemma

2.1 we have that z is conjugate toy, t or tz in G only if it is conjugate in CG(axa2x).

If CG(oxo2x)/(oxo2xy = FS/j4(3) then we may assume z ~ t ^j — tz in CG(0,a2')

(see §1). In the other case <z> is weakly closed in F2 with respect to CG(oxo2x) and

so z is not conjugate to any of y, /, tz. The proof is completed by recalling that all

involutions in J — <z> are conjugate in H.

Lemma 2.3. The subgroup E is elementary abelian of order 29 and is weakly closed

in T with respect to G.

Proof. If F is not elementary abelian then [u, t] = z whence z ^G /. By

Proposition 2 we must have z ~c tjx, /, an involution in Cj(t) — Z(Cj(t)). It

follows that <zG n F> = F/. Hence if A" is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(tjx) we have

z E <A" n zc>' c 7 n K; i.e. <z> <l NG(K). Sylow's theorem immediately yields

z r^G tjx and we have proved that F is elementary abelian.

Let g E G with F* c F. As \Eg n /| < 32 and \Eg-J/J\ < 16, we have

Eg n / as F32 and Fg c EJ. Thus Fg contains all (32) involutions in utJ so

Eg n J = F= Cj(ut). It follows immediately that Eg = E as F = CG(F).

Lemma 2.4. F/ie groi/p G /zas precisely three classes of involutions; namely we have

z ~G t,j —G tz —G ut and tj ~G m/z, where j is an involution in Cj(t) — Z(Cj(t)).

In addition, NG(E)/E as F3(4).

Proof. As all classes of involutions in H are represented in F, we must have

z —G e, e E E — <z>, by Proposition 2. It follows from Lemma 2.3 and Sylow's

theorem that z ~A,(£) e;  i.e. NH(E) =£ NG(E). We will now show NG(E)/E as

¿3(4).

If 0(NG(E)/E) 7*= 1 then there exists a subgroup 7, of index two in J with

JXE/E centralizing a subgroup of odd order in 0(NG(E)/E). This is not possible

however as <z> C Z(JE) c J n F. Hence we have 0(NG(E)/E) = 1. As cJ[<j2

acts fixed-point-free on JE/ E, T/E is of type F3(4) (see [6, Lemma 2.6, pp.

79-80]). It follows from a result of Gorenstein and Harada [4, Theorem C] that

NG(E)/E is isomorphic to a subgroup of PGL(3, 4). Let B be a Sylow 5-subgroup

of NH(E). Then CE(B) = <z> which implies that NG(E)' = NG(E). Thus

NG(E)/E as L3(4) as NG(E) ^ NH(E).

We observe that \NG(E) : NH(E)\ =21 so z has 21 conjugates in F. Hence

z ~G t and fz ~Gy by Lemma 2.1. Let <a, a,a2> be a Sylow 3-subgroup of NG(E).

Clearly z, /, m are conjugate under the action of a on CE(axa2) = <t/, /, z); it

follows therefore that tz, uz, ut are conjugate under a and C(a) n C^OiO-^ =

(utzy. Thus y has at least 210 conjugates in NG(E). Since utz, tj have 160, 120

conjugates in NH(E), respectively, the order of F3(4) and the fact that a Sylow

7-normalizer of F3(4) is a Frobenius group of order 21 gives y ^S(E) utz —\(E) (/•

The lemma follows from the observation once again that two involutions of F are

conjugate in G if and only if they are conjugate in NG(E).

Lemma 2.5. We have CG(tj) c NG(E) and CG(tj)/E as i/3(2) as E9- Qs.
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Proof. As \C(tj) n N(E)/E\ = 23 ■ 32 and NG(E)/E a L3(4), we have CG(íy) n

N(E)/E = F9- gg (a Sylow 3-normalizer in F3(4)). Let F be a Sylow 3-subgroup

of C(tj) n NG(E) and V a Sylow 2-subgroup of N(R) n C(tf) n NG(E). From

V n F = <(/> we conclude NZ2X g8. Since Cy(/y) as F8 X Z)8 there is an

involution y'0 E Cj(tj) — E. By Proposition 1 we may assumey0 E V (so ñ,(K) =

(y'0,yY)) and by Sylow's theorem we may assume V c T.

Let r = FK = F n C(iy) n A/G(F) and let X = CG(/y). As F char 7, 7 must be

a Sylow 2-subgroup of X. Further, we compute that y'0F contains two classes of

involutions in Y with representatives j0,j0tj and that CE(V) = {tj, z>. Thus {z} =

zc n Z(CY(j0)) whence Sylow's theorem yields Cy(y0) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of

Cx(j0). In particular no involution in Y - F is conjugate to an involution in E in

X. An application of Griin's first theorem [3, Theorem 7.4.2] gives Y n X' Ç.

$lx(Y). Hence X contains a normal subgroup Xx of index four with Xx n Y =

®i(Y) = (.E,joy. Proposition 3 applied to A', yields that A", has a subgroup of

index two which does not contain j0. It follows that A", possesses a subgroup A"2 of

index two with N(E) n A"2 = F- R. We conclude that NX(V) = VCX(V), which

implies NX(R) n A"2 = CX(R).

If CX(R) = R X (tj} (= C(R) n NG(E)), two applications of Burnside's trans-

fer theorem [3, Theorem 7.4.3] yield X2 = 0(X2) ER. The lemma will follow if

we can show Cx(r) Q R ■ E, r E R *, and O(X) = 1. To do this, we use the fact

that utz ~N(E) tj and show C(axa2) n CG(utz) c NG(E) and 0(CG(utz)) = 1.

As u, t, z are all conjugate in CG(utz) n NG(E), each of u, t, z acts fixed-point-

free on 0(CG(utz)). Thus 0(CG(utz)) = 1. Recall that

C(axa2) n CH(utz) = (axa2, o> • <«, /, z>

= <a,<T2> X <w?z> X <wz, ¿z><o> as Z3 X Z2 X (£4.

Clearly, CG(wry n C^w/z) = CH(utz), so we conclude that C(ut) n 0(0,02) n

CG(utz) is abelian. A result of Suzuki (see [19]; or see [3, pp. 420-423]) yields

C(axa2) n CG(utz)/(axo2, wiz> = &4 or 6E5. The second case is not possible as

R ~n(e) <°> °\°i> and NX(R) = CX(R) ■ V. Thus C(axa2) n CG(w/z) c ArG(F) as

required.

Lemma 2.6. // W = <iz> X Z(Cy(fz)) /Tie«

QW = 02(C„(/z))-<o,o2',M>,

*c(»0 = CG(W)-(NG(W) n C^o.o,1))

a«¿ Arc(H^)/CG(?;") as 6£5. Further, we have CG(tz) c A/G(^T) 50 í/taí CG(tz) =

CG(W)(oxo2, iy where (axa2, /> as 23, z' = / and I E NG(E).

Proof. We have W - <iz> X Z(Cy(/z)) as EX6, W Q F n 0^(0,02') and W <l

CH(tz). By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.4, CG(axa2x)/(axa2xy at PSp4(3). Since w inverts

oxo2x and centralizes a complement to <0|02'> in CH(oxo2x), it follows that

Ac««^1» = <cr,cF2I, uy X P where F as PSp4(3). Now ^(«0/ W7 * #5 (see §1)

and as z, fz have precisely 5, 10 conjugates in W, it follows (from the structure of

Sg) that NG(W) = NP(W)CG(W). In particular,

cc{w) = o2(cH(tz))■ (oxo2x,uy  (cH(tz) = cG(w)(oxo2y).
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Since tz has 10 conjugates in NP(W), CG(tz) n NP(W) = W(oxo2, /> where

(oxo2, iy = 23. Clearly / E H whence z' = t as C^a^^ = <y, z>. Finally [/, u]

= 1 so / normalizes 02(CH(tz))(uy D F and hence / E NG(E).

It remains to show that CG(tz) c A^W). Firstly we note that

CG(tz) n NG(E) = 02(C„(iz)) • ««> X (axa2, /» C A^W),

as tz has 210 conjugates in F. Clearly F = <02(C//(/z)), u, /> is a Sylow 2-sub-

group of CG(tz), E < F and z has only 2 conjugates in A^F) n CG(tz), namely t, z.

As zG n F c F, Proposition 2 applied to CG(tz)/(tzy yields

CG(iz) = 0(CG(/z))-AV«r,z>).

Since (/' ~G //z and CG(tj) c NG(E) (Lemma 2.5), each of z, (/' and tjz must act

fixed-point-free   on   0(CG(tz)).   Thus   0(CG(zz)) = 1   and   CG(tz) = 7VG«f, z»

whence CG(/z) c A'pí W). The lemma is proved.

Lemma 2.7. The order of G is 215 • 36 • 5 • 7 • 11.

Proof. Thompson's order formula and Lemmas 2.4-2.6 give

|G| =215-34- 5a(iy) + 213 • 32a(z) + 213 • 34 • 5 a(tz)

where, for any involution g E G,

a(g) = I ( (x, y)\(xy)" = g for some positive integer n, with x ~G z, y ~G tj JI.

In the computations for a(tj) and a(tz) we will use the notation introduced in

Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6. Recall that |zG n NC(E)\ = \zG n E\ = 21 and that zG n #

= {z} u tH. For the rest of the proof we will assume x —G z,y —G tj.

a(tj) = 9. Since [R, E] X <(/> = F, and [F, F] < CG(tj), we may assume^ E F

if (xy)" = tj. In CG(tj), z has 9 conjugates, while in CG(utz), z has 12 conjugates.

The result follows because tjz —G tj while «/ ~G tz.

a(z) = 0. If (xy)" = z we easily verify that * ^ z and if x = í, y £ CH(t).

Suppose x = í and y EH- CH(t). If [/, .y] E 7, we only have to consider^ = wy2,

y2 E Cj(u) - Cj(t). However (tuj^2 = (tj2)2 =£ z as z Í [/, 7]. Suppose next that

tJ r^H yj, so that (ty)m lies in a conjugate of f./ or uü, for some w. Now

F= (zy X[ut,J] and [w, F] n U = 0 (see §1) so (ty)mJ~HU and (iy)9

~w aia2' ror some integer ^. Similarly if tJ ~HyJ, (ty)q —H axa2x for some q (if

the product of two central involutions in PSp4(3) has odd order, the product is

conjugate to axa2x). Finally we check that there are no x,y in NH((oxo2ly) with

(xy)n = z for any n.

a(tz) = 24- 32- 19. Recall that

NG{<ox<,2xy) = (axa-2x, uyxP,    F ^ PSp4(3),

and

CG(tz) = 02(CH(tz))-((axa2x, uy X (axa2, /».

Since P has two classes of involutions with representatives z, tz, it follows that

/ ~G tz and ul ~G utz ~G tj. We put D = 02(CG(tz)) = 02(CH(tz)) and compute

that ul has 26 • 32 conjugates in CG(tz) and all involutions in ulD are conjugate to

ul. Further, all involutions in ID are conjugate to / while in uD, u has 16 conjugates,
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H/'0 (—G tj) has 96 (y'o E Z(Cy(?)))» utz has 64 and all other involutions (there are

80) in uD are conjugate to tz in G. (All involutions in uD lie in F.) Finally we have

|zG n D\ = 5 while |zG n CG(tz) - D\ = |wC(,z)| = 48.

Suppose (xy)" = /z and firstly that x E D. If x = z we get no pairs if y E D but

26 • 32 pairs if y — ul in CG(tz). When x -^ z in CG(tz) we take x = z in CG(y) and

easily show there are no pairs in this case. Hence there are 27 • 32 pairs if x E D.

Now suppose x = u and observe that u ■ utz = tz so we get one pair if y E

CG(u). Since [<u>, fl]c£- tz(E n ./) we get zero pairs if y E Z). If y E ulxD

where lxD ~ ID then (w • w/,</)2 = (lxd)2 = [u, ¿] for those ¿6D with n/.rf an

involution. There are zero pairs therefore in this case. Next suppose y E uxlxD,

uD=£uxD~uD, lxD ~ ID in CG(tz). Then (uy)3 E lxD and <u, y>£> =

«m, o^"1) X </,» • D. As CG(w) D Cgio^1) n </„ Dy, (uy)3 is an involution,

so we again get zero pairs. Finally if y E uxD for uD ^ uxD ~ uD then <u, y>£) =

<o,o2', t/>Z). Since utz ~G ?/' the structure of C(axa2x) n CG(/z) shows that we get

two pairs for each conjugate of (,oxa2xy normalized by u. There are 16 such

conjugates. We therefore get 48 X 33 pairs if xiö. The lemma follows im-

mediately.

Lemma 2.8. There exists k E G such that G = H u HIH u HkH where \Hl n

H\ = 213 • 32 and \Hk n H\ = 26 ■ 34 • 5. Thus G acts as a rank three permutation

group on the cosets of H.

Proof. As H' = CG(t), H1 n H = CH(t) whence \Hl n H\ = 213- 32. Since

NG((oxo2xy) = <w, o,o2'> X F, there exists «, E A/G((o,o2'>), «, ~G u such that

cG(".) n cG(M) n ^o.o,'» = p.

Hence there exists k E G with CH(zk) ■ J = H, as u ~G z. Finally, as z* E //we

have CH(zk) n J = \; i.e. CH(zk) = PSp4(3). The lemma follows from Lemma 2.7.

Lemma 2.9. The group G is simple and is isomorphic to U6(2).

Proof. From Lemma 2.6, 0(CG(tz)) = 1 whence z, /, tz all act fixed-point-free

on 0(G). It follows that 0(G) = 1. If 1 ^ N < G, z E N because Z(T) = <z> and

0(G) = 1. We observe that <zG n //> = H so // Ç A'. Thus AT = G as NG(T) =

T (NG(T) <Z H), and G is a simple group.

In the notation of Lemma 2.8, we have (zz1)2 = (zt)2 = 1 and (z ■ zk) = 1.

(Note that k was chosen in Lemma 2.8 so that

NG{(zzky) = <z, zky X CH(zk)~G NG{(oxo2xy) « 23 X FS/>4(3).)

Thus zG is a class of 3-transpositions. We conclude that G at U6(2) because of

Fischer's result [1].

Proof of Theorem 3. We now suppose G, //, z satisfy the assumptions of

Theorem 3. To begin the proof we make some remarks on the structure of H in this

case.

Recall that <u, t, u, z) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of NH((ox, o2>), with o," = of1,

i = 1, 2. Take <t>, t, u, ß, z) to be a Sylow 2-subgroup of NG(M), where

(t, u, ß, zy/(zy as Ds and note that NH(M)/CH(M) at Z2 X S4. As vJ ~~H uvtJ
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and    CM(ut) =  (axa2y,    we    have    CM(vt) =   1    whence    vtCH(M) E

Z(NH(M)/CH(M)), and clearly [(vty, (tu, ßy] = 1. Without loss we may assume

v E NH(TX) so that [t>, i] = 1 also (recall F, as Qg x Qs, Ö,(F,) = (t, z». It fol-

lows immediately that [(vty, <"> ')] = 1- In addition we will take T2 = (vu, í> •

Cj(axa2x) and F3 = </, w, z, u/?> (note that F3/<z> » £>8).

Since t)/ inverts <o,, o2> and [u/, m] = 1, we easily compute Cj(vt) as Cy(t>) =s

F|6, Cy(wt)) as F32. Further if h E H — H' with Ä2 E <z> then A is conjugate to

one of u, mû, uvz in //.

Lemma 3.1. The elements ax, oxo2x, axa2 lie in distinct conjugate classes in G.

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, F2 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(axa2l). If

there exists g E G with Tf c T2 then zg E T2 Q T2 n J. However £2,(F,) =

(t, z> while Cj(zg) n F2 as z2 X Z)8. We conclude that o, ^ axa2. If Ff c F2 for

some g E G then |C(zg) n F2| = 16, whence there exists h E CH(axa2x) with

zs* = vut. However C(vut) n F2 must be abelian in this case as z £ (t, Cy(0|02'))'

and |Cy(t>) n F2| = 4. Clearly this contradicts T3/(zy = Z)g. It remains to show

o, r^G axa2. Suppose that Tx is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(ax). By Sylow's

theorem there is a subgroup Ff of CG(o,) with ¡Ff: Tx\ =2. It follows that

T* = (2g wr Z2 and (z, i> char F*. Thus Ff is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(ax). In

either case it is immediate that neither Ff nor F, contains a subgroup isomorphic

to F3. We conclude that o, ^-G o,o2.

Lemma 3.2. Either CG(oxo2x)/(oxo2xy — Aut PSp4(3) or L4(3), or CG(axa2x) =

0(CG(axa2x)) ■ CH(axa2x). In addition, z ^Gj for any involution j E J — <(z> and we

may assume z ->^-G tz.

Proof. By Proposition 4 and Lemma 3.1, z ~G tz if and only if z ~ tz in CG(ax).

Recall F, = Txx X TX2, Txx as Tx2 = g8 and assume T'xx = <z>, T'x2 = </>. It fol-

lows immediately from the last part of the proof of Lemma 3.1 and Burnside's

lemma [3, Theorem 7.1.1] that z ^G tz.

Suppose that CG(oxa2x) ¥= CH(axa2x)0(CH(axa2x)). By Proposition 6,

CG(o102l)/<o,02l> at L4(3), U4(3), Aut PSp4(3) or Aut G2(3). Since z -*G tz and

U4(3) has one class of involutions, U4(3) is not a possibility. We show that

Cc(0|021)/(o,02l> a% G2(3) and the lemma follows, as in both of the two remaining

cases, z **> j in CG(oxo2x).

If CG(oxo2)/(oxo2y as Aut G2(3) then (vu, í> as D%, hence <w, z> as Ds. Let A"

be a subgroup of index two in CG(oxo2x) with F/Xo^1) as G2(3). Then K n F2 =

<umz, Cy(o,o2')> as u«r normalizes the two quaternion subgroups of CG(oxo2x)

while t, vu interchange them. (Recall that vt inverts M, a Sylow 3-subgroup of

CH(oxo2x), and u centralizes a complement to (oj02'> in 023(CH(oxo2x))(vty.) The

structure of G2(3) (see [15]) yields that either u or uz centralizes CG(oxo2x)' at G2(3);

i.e. ^((0,02"'>)'<") — 23 X G2(3). Hence [t, u] = 1, a contradiction. The lemma

is proved.

Lemma 3.3. The subgroup E is elementary abelian of order 29 and weakly closed in

T with respect to G.
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Proof. If CG(axa2)/(axa2xy at L4(3) or Aut PSp4(3) then (vu, t, z> = E% and

hence (u, t, z> as Es; i.e. F at F2«. For the case when <z> is weakly closed in

CH(oxo2x) with respect to CG(oxo2x), the proof of the first part of Lemma 2.3 may

be repeated to yield F = E-¿>.

In order to prove F is weakly closed in F, observe that Eg c F (g E G) implies

Eg n eJ =£ 0 for some e E E with e/ —w «i7 (see §1 for a list of subgroups of

Aut PSp4(3) isomorphic to F16). As Cy(e) = F and F = CG(F), we have F* = F as

required.

Lemma 3.4. The subgroup NG(E) contains a subgroup K of index two with

K/E as L3(4) and K n H = NG(E) n H'.

Proof. By Lemma 3.2, z ~G e for some e E F — <z>. It follows therefore from

Lemma 3.3 that z — e in NG(E) whence NG(E) =£ NH(E). If NG(E) contains a

subgroup F with \NG(E)/E : K/E\ = 2 then K/E n NH(E)/E as F16£5 and

A"/F as F3(4) as in the proof of Lemma 2.4.

Fory, E J - E, <z> c [<y',>, E] c J D E whence CN(Ey¿jxE) = Th/E, h E

NH(E). If we assume that NG(E)/E has no subgroup of index two then NG(E)/E

is "fusion-simple" (in the sense of [5]). Further, T/E, a Sylow 2-subgroup of

NG(E)/E is of type As (see [6, Lemma 2.6, pp. 79-80]). However these conditions

contradict a result of Gorenstein and Harada [5, Theorem A]. Thus NG(E)/E must

possess a subgroup of index two and the lemma is proved.

Lemma 3.5. There are 3 classes of involutions in E in NG(E) with representatives

z, tz, utz. These classes are not fused in G. Further, CG(oxo2x)/(oxo2xy as

Aut PSp4(3) and for any involution h E H — //', we have z ^G h.

Proof. We have z ~ t ^ j — tz — ut ^ utz — tj in NG(E) as in Lemma 2.4 (y

an involution in Cy(i) — Z(Cy(/))). Further, these classes are not fused in G

because of Lemma 3.3. As z ~G t. Proposition 4 and Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 yield

CG(axa2x) * 0(CG(axa2x))CH(oxa2x).

Suppose that CG(axa2x)/(axa2xy = L4(3). Since (u, z) centralizes

CH(axa2x)/(axa2xy, the structure of F4(3) (see [17]) and u ~G z yield ArG«o1o21))

= (0,02', uz> X F, F as F4(3). However t ~G z forces t ■ uz ~~ z ■ uz = u in

NG((axa2'>), clearly a contradiction. Thus CG(axa2x)/(axa2xy at Aut PSp4(3) and,

as z~( in CG((oxo2xy), we have z is not conjugate to any involution in T2 —

(t, Cj(oxo2x)y in CG(oxo2]).

Lemma 3.6. The group G contains a subgroup G0 of index two with G0 — U6(2).

Proof. Recall that Cj(uv) = E32 and CH(uv)/ Cj(uv) at Z2 X 26 (see §1). Let Y

denote a Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(uv). Clearly <z> c Z(Y) c (J, uvy whence

zG n Z(Y) = {z} by Lemmas 3.5 and 3.2. Thus y is a Sylow 2-subgroup of

CG(uv), and as | Y\ = 210, uv -*-G tz and uv ^G tj; i.e. uv -*-G x for any involution

x E //'. It follows immediately from Proposition 3 that G contains a subgroup G0

of index two with uv E G — G0. Thus G0 n H = //' whence G0 » i/6(2) by

Theorem 2. The lemma is proved.
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As G Ç Aut G0, the proof of Theorem 3 and hence that of Theorem A has been

completed.

4. The proof of Theorem B. Throughout this section we will work under the

following assumptions.

Hypothesis 1. Let G be a finite group, z an involution in G and H = CG(z).

Suppose that G ¥= H ■ O(G) and that H satisfies:

(I) J = 02(H) is the direct product of a group of order two and an extra-special

subgroup of order 29,J' = <z> and CH(J) C J;

(II) H/J at Aut PSp4(3);

(III) Cj(ox) * Cy(02).

We will put Z(J) = (z, z,> and otherwise use the same notation as in the proof

of Theorem 3 in §3.

As F, n ./ as z2 X g8 and TJJ n F, as gg, TX/Z(J) at E4 X Qs and F, =

Ff(F, n J), 77 = ôg (although F, is not necessarily a direct product this time).

We take QX(TX) = Z(TX) = (t, z, z,>. Further, F2 = «z,> X [M, Cj(oxo2)]) ■

(t,uvy and F3 = <z„ z> - (t, u, vßy with T3/Z(J) at Ds. Note that Z(T¿ Ç

Z(J) and Z(T3) C (Z(J), ut).

In the same way as in §3 we compute that J — Z(J) has two classes of

involutions with representatives j, jzx -choose j in [M, Cj(oxo2)\. (To see y ^Hjzx

use the fact thaty ^ jzx in CH(oxo2x).) Further t, tz, tzx, tzxz each have 4 conjugates

and tjx, tjxzx each have 72 conjugates in (t, ox, o2, />. (Herey, is an involution in

Cj(t) — Z(Cj(t)).) Finally, if x1 E <z> and xJ -~H utJ, then x is conjugate to (at

least) one of ut, utz, utzx, utzxz; if x2 E <z> and xJ—H vJ then x—H v or

x ~H vzx; or if x2 E <z> and xJ -~H uvJ then x is conjugate to one of uv, uvz,

uvzx, uvzxz.

We begin the proof of Theorem B by considering the case when Z(J) = Z(H).

Theorem 4. Suppose Hypothesis 1 holds and, in addition, Z(J) = Z(H). Then

Z(G) = (zxy or (zzxy and G contains a subgroup G0 of index two with G0/Z(G) at

U6(2) and G C Aut G0.

As usual, the proof will be carried out in a series of lemmas.

Lemma 4.1. The involutions z, zx, zzx lie in distinct conjugacy classes in G. Hence a

Sylow 2-subgroup of H is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G.

Proof. As H = CG((z, z,», / = 02(CG((z, z,»), whence <z> = J' <]

NG((z, z,>). If F is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H then Z(T) = (z, z,), so <z> <3

NG( T). Thus F = A'G( T) and F is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G (by Sylow's theorem)

and z, z,, zzx lie in distinct conjugacy classes by Burnside's lemma [3, Theorem

7.1.1].

Lemma 4.2. There is an element g in either CG(zx) or CG(zzx) such that zg E H —
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Proof. Suppose that zg E H, g E CG(zx) or CG(zzx), implies zg = z. We will

show, in a number of steps below, that <z> is weakly closed in //-this will

contradict Proposition 2 as we have assumed G ¥= H ■ O(G).

(a) // W D Z(J), W at es, then NG( W) Q H. (Forg E NG(W), we have <z, z,>*

n <2, *,> * 1. If g E //, z ^ z* E ^ c // and g E Q(*j) or CG(zzx), as z,

^G2Z,.)

(b) z ^-Gj for any j E J — <z>. (If y E J — Z(J) and F is a Sylow 2-subgroup

of C/Xy), then Z(K) = <z, z„y>. Thus NC(K) ç // by (a) and z ^Gy. We already

have z, -^G z -^G zzpLemma 4.1.)

(c) z ^-G x/or any involution x in tJ. (Using the structure of Aut PSp4(3) and the

remarks at the beginning of this section we easily compute that if x is an involution

in tJ and A" is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(x) then Z(A") Q (t, J). Suppose there is a

2-subgroup Y of Cg(jc) with \Y : X\ = 2. For y E Y - X, (z, zxY n J ¥= 1 so

z^z' £ Z(A") with y E CG(zx) or y E CG(zzx) by (b) and Lemma 4.1. We

conclude that z ^G x.)

(a) ax, axa2x and axa2 lie in distinct conjugacy classes in G. (As Z(T-¡) = Z(J),

Z(TX) = (t, z, z,>, Z(J) Ç Z(T3) C (ut, z, zxy, (a) and (b) yield that F„ F2, F3 are

Sylow 2-subgroups of CG(ax), CG(axa2x), CG(axa2), respectively. The result follows

as the T¡ have different orders.)

(e) z ^G x for any involution x E utJ. (If z —G x, x would be conjugate to an

involution in Z(T3) = (ut, z, zxy. The result follows from Propostion 4, (d), (a) and

Burnside's lemma.)

(f) z -*-G x for any involution x E uvJ. (If z —G x then z is conjugate to an

involution in (uv, z, z,>. However (uv,z,zx) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(B)

where F is a Sylow 5-subgroup of H. We get the required contradiction in the same

way as in (e).)

(g) z r*>G v and z ^G vzx. (If z is conjugate to v in G then z must be conjugate to

an involution x in CG(axa2x), x E uvtJ n CH(axa2x), by (d) and Proposition 4. If X

is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(x) n F2 then X is abelian as [i,/] n Z(J) = 1 and

\Cj(x) n F2| = 8. We can apply the same argument as given in the second

paragraph of the proof of Lemma 1.6 to &X(X) to show V is a Sylow 2-subgroup of

C(x) n CG(axa2x). Thus v -^G z. A similar argument yields z ^G vzx also.)

This completes the proof of the lemma.

Let F = Cj((u, r» and F - CW(F). In this case, F as £M, \E\ = 210 and (using

the same arguments as in §3) NH(E)/E = 25.

Lemma 4.3. We may assume that CG(zx) contains a subgroup U of index two with

Q;(zi) = U(v) and U/(zxy at U6(2). Further, E is weakly closed in T with respect

to G and NU(E)/E at L3(4).

Proof. By Lemma 4.2 we may assume that there exists g E CG(zx) with zg E H

— <z>. Thus CG(zx) ¥= 0(CG(zx)) ■ H by Proposition 2. It follows therefore from

Theorem 3 that CG(zx) contains a subgroup U with the properties stated. The proof

that F is weakly closed in F is the same as that given in Lemma 3.3.

Lemma 4.4. We have NG(E) c CG(zx) and z, is not conjugate (in G) to any

involution in H'(zxy — <z,>.
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Proof. If i ~cy for some involutiony E J — Z(J) and A- is a Sylow 2-subgroup

of CH(j), there exists a 2-group Y <Z CG(j) with \Y : X\ = 2. For y E Y - K,

zy E (j, z, zxy — <z> and.y E CG(zx) or CG(zzx). However this is not possible-see

Lemma 3.2. We conclude z ^Gy for any y E J — (zy. It follows by the argument

of Lemma 3.4 that NG(E) contains a subgroup K of index two with NG(E) =

F<ü>, and K/E at L3(4). Thus NG(E) ç CG(zx) by Lemma 4.3. Finally, recall that

each involution in H'(zx') is conjugate to an involution in F. Hence as F is weakly

closed in Fand CG(zx) D NG(E), it follows immediately that zx   n H'(zxy = {z,}.

Lemma 4.5. We have G = CG(zx).

Proof. We claim that G contains a subgroup G0 of index two. In order to use the

proof of Lemma 3.6 we only have to show z <^G x, x E uvJ. (We have already

shown zG n / "■ {z} in the proof of Lemma 4.4.) As in the proof of Lemma 4.2(f)

let (uv, z, z,> be a Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(B), \B\ = 5. By Proposition 4, z is

conjugate to an involution in uvJ if and only if z is conjugate to an involution in

uvZ(J) in CG(B). It follows that z must be conjugate to an involution in uvZ(J) in

CG(zx) or CG(zzx), which is not the case. We conclude, as in Lemma 3.6, that G

contains a subgroup G0 with G = G0<wu>.

If Zj E G0 then we conclude from Theorem 3 that G0 contains a subgroup Gx of

index two with G, = U6(2). In this case G ç CG(zx) and the lemma is proved.

Therefore we will assume z, E G0. It follows that G0 n H = H'(zxy whence

z,G n H = {z,}. Proposition 2 yields G = Cc(zx) ■ O(G) and it remains to show

thatO(G) = 1.

Since we may assume z —G t, it follows that [tz, O(G)] = 1. However tz ~Gy0

for some y0 E 7 (Lemma 3.5) and y0 ~wy0z. Thus [y0, O(G)] = [/qZ, 0(G)] = 1

whence O(G) ç H so O(G) = 1. The lemma is proved.

It is clear that Theorem 4 follows immediately from Lemmas 4.5 and 4.3. To

complete the proof of Theorem B it only remains to consider the case Z(J) ^

Z(H).

Theorem 5. Suppose Hypothesis  1  holds and, in addition, Z(J) =£ Z(H). Then

G = M(22).

We proceed (as usual) to give the proof in a series of lemmas, after making the

obvious remark that CH(Z(J))/J = PSp4(3), and if h E H - CH(Z(J)) then zf =

zxz.

Lemma 5.1. The cosets vJ and uvJ each contain precisely one class of involutions in

H.

Proof. Let X = (uv, axa2,jy so that X/J = 23. By our assumptions above,

(uv, Z(J)y is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Nx((axa2y). As (uv, Z(/)> is nonabelian,

(uv, Z(J)y at DB so Nx((oxo2y) contains precisely one class of involutions which

are not in J. The result follows for the coset uvJ from Proposition 1, and exactly

the same argument applied to (v, oxo2, J > yields the result for vJ.

Lemma 5.2.   The  involution  z,  is  not  conjugate (in  G)  to any  involution  in

J — (z,, zxz).
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Proof. If K is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(zx) then clearly Z(Y) = Z(J) =

(z, zxy. As J = 02(CG((z, z,>)) and J' = <z>, Y must be a Sylow 2-subgroup of

CG(zx) whence z, ^G z. Recall that J — Z(J) has two classes of involutions in H

with representatives y,yz, (and each has 270 conjugates in //). If F is a Sylow

2-subgroup of Cw(y) then K ÇL CH(Z(J)) so Z(K) = <z,y>. If y is conjugate to z,

in G, then there exists g E G with <z,y>g = <z, z,>. Thus zg = z and g E H

which is a contradiction. The same argument shows z, r^Gjzx and the lemma

follows.

Lemma 5.3. We have <o,> ^c (o^1) -*-G (axa2y.

Proof. Note that |F2| = 28 and Z(T2) = (zy, so that F2 is a Sylow 2-subgroup

of CG(o,o2'). Now |F|| = 27 and Z(TX) = Eg whence if Ff c F2 for some g E G,

|Z(F2)| > 4. We conclude that <o,> ^G <o,o2'>. If Ff c F2 for some g E G then

z E F3 implies z* E F2 c F2 n J. However |F3| = 25 while \C(zg) n F2| > 27,

clearly a contradiction. The lemma is proved.

Lemma 5.4. Either CG(axa2x) = 0(CG(axa2x)) ■ CH(axa2x) or CG(axa2x) contains a

subgroup U of index two with U(zxy = CG(axa2x) and U/(axa2xy as U4(3). Further,

if z is conjugate to some involution in T2 — (zy in G then, with appropriate choice of

elements, we have the following fusion in CG(axa2x):

z —y ~ t ~~ tz —■ uv **■ uvtzx ~~jzx — tzxz -y* z, ~ tzx.

Proof. If z is not conjugate to any involution in F2 — <z> then CG(axa2x) =

0(CG(0|02')) • CH(axa2x) by Proposition 2. Hence we will suppose z ~G x for some

x E T2 — (zy. By Proposition 4 and Lemma 5.3, z — x in CG(axa2x). Let X =

CG(axa2x) and Y = CH(axa2x). We take uv to be an involution (in A/r«o,o2») and

Cy(uv) n (t, z, z,> = <z, te,) so that /"" = tz ((t, z, Zj> = C^OjO^ n Fj). As

t, uv interchange the two quaternion subgroups in 02,3(^) (= [^> ^ H ^]), we

have Cy(i) n K = F16, Cy(«€) n ^ = F8 and Cj(uvtzx) n l' = Z4xZ2. Thus y

contains 9 classes of involutions with representatives z, z,, y',iX|, t, tzx, tzxz, uv,

uvtzx. Further, F2 contains precisely one elementary abelian subgroup of order 32,

namely W = </> X (Cj(t) n F^.

Suppose at first that z is not conjugate (in X) to any involution in W — (zy.

Thus z —^ mu or z —^ wuiz,. If F is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CY(uv) then Z(K) =

<hu, ¿,y") (for some/ E 7 n Y - Z(J)). However {j'J'z} < NX(K) (by Lemma

5.1) whence <z> <] NX(K) so F is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Cx(uv) and z -s-^- wu. If F

is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CY(uvtzx) then <z> ç ö'(F) Ç F n F so <z> <1 A^F)

and z ^x uvtzx either. We have proved that z —x w for some w E If — <z) and

thus z — vc in jV^( W) (as W is normal in any Sylow 2-subgroup which contains it).

lh\isNx(W)¥'NY(W).

We have CX(W) = W x (axa2xy, NY(W)/C(W) s 24, F2/H^ as £>8 and F2 is a

Sylow 2-subgroup of NX(W). If xC(W) centralizes j2C(W) in NX(W)/CX(W),

where (j2yC(W)/C(W) = Z(T2C(W)/C(W)) then x normalizes C^t/j) "

<z, zx,j'y for some/ G IfnA and therefore jc normalizes {z,z, z,} by Lemma

5.2; i.e. x E NY(W). It now follows from a result of Gorenstein and Walter [7,

Theorem 1] that NX(W)/CX(W) = S5, F2(7) or &6.
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In NY(W), z has 1 conjugate, z, has 2 conjugates, j,jzx each have 6, t has 8, and

te„ te,z each have 4 conjugates. If ArA-( W)/Cx( W) at 25, as z, must have 10

conjugates we may assume (without loss) that y still has only 6 conjugates in

NX(W). This forces z E (jN{lV)y C J n W which is not possible as z has 5

conjugates in A^Jf) (recall j ~ jz in F2 n J). If A^( if )/Cx( W) as F2(7), z, z,

must have 7, 14 conjugates, respectively, and we again may assume that y has only

6 conjugates in NX(W). This forces J n W= <z"<"0y"<"0> <, a^(j^), a con-

tradiction. We have proved therefore that Nx( W)/ Cx( W) as (£6 and (as above)

determine that z ~j ~ t (z ~ t ~ tz forces z ~ j as [(oxo2y, W] c [M, J]), z, —

tzx andyz, — tzxz (as we may interchange te,, <z,z if necessary). Since &6 has one

class of involutions, it follows that all involutions in NX(W) — W are conjugate

either to z ory'z, (as j2W contains two classes in Y with representatives j 2,j2zx, for

somey2 E (J n F2) — if). It follows from the uniqueness of W (in F^ that z, is

not conjugate to any involution in (t, wu) • [M, Y n J] and so A1 has a subgroup

A",  of index two with zx E X - Xx. Clearly z E A", n W whence A", n W =

(zN'W)y - f16.

We see that Xx has no subgroup of index two and that Xx n Y satisfies the

assumptions for the centralizer of an involution in Proposition 6. Thus we conclude

that A",/<0|02' > as U4(3) as (t, wu> as D8. This completes the proof of the lemma.

As above we take F = Cj((u, r» as EM and F = CH(F). Thus \E\ = 210 and

NH(E)/E at 25. Let F be a Sylow 2-subgroup of NH(E) (whence F is a Sylow

2-subgroup of G).

Lemma 5.5. The subgroup E is elementary abelian (of order 210) and weakly closed

in T with respect to G.

Proof. As we chose F3 = (u, t, vßyZ(J), u normalizes (t, Z(/)> whence [u, t]

= 1 or (ut)2 = z which implies tz" = tzxz. Thus if (ut)2 = z, z cannot be fused to

any involution in F2 - <z> by Lemma 5.4 and so zG n H c {z} u tjx u tJ\Zx.

This leads to a contradiction as in the proof of Lemma 2.3. Hence [t, u] = 1 and F

is elementary abelian. The proof that F is weakly closed in F follows as in the

proof of Lemma 3.3.

Lemma 5.6. We have NG(E)/E at M22 (the Mathieu group on 22 letters) and

CG(axa2x) = U(zxy where U/(cxo2xy at U4(3).

Proof. By Lemma 5.4 we have that z ~G e for some e E E — (zy. Hence

Lemma 5.5 forces z ~ e in NG(E) and NG(E) J=- NH(E). We first show that for any

y0 E J - E, O(CN(E)/E(j0E)) = 1. Suppose gE E G(C(y0F)). Then as JE/E Ç

C(j0E) it follows that [g, K] Q E for K/E a subgroup of index two in JE/E. As

(z, z,> c Z(K) c J n F and g normalizes Z(K) it follows by Lemma 5.2 that g

normalizes (z„ zxz). Hence g E H so g E E and O(C(J0E)) = 1. This forces, in

addition, that 0(NG(E)/E) = 1 also.

If NG(E)/ E possesses a subgroup L/E of index two then F/F ss F3(4) as in the

proof of Lemma 2.4. However this means z must have 21 conjugates in NG(E) so

z ~G zz, or tzxz, against Lemma 5.4. Thus NG(E)/E does not contain a subgroup

of index two. Ify0 E J - E then \CN(^E)/E(j0E)\ < 27 • 15 as z E [y0, F] of order at
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most 16, and NG(JE) c H. Thus as T/E is of type As (see Lemma 3.4), the

combined work of Gorenstein and Harada [5] and Phan [18] yields NG(E)/E at

M22 or U4(3). Since NG(E)/E at (J4(3) implies \NG(E): NH(E)\ > \E\, we have

NG(E)/E at M22, and z has 231 conjugates in NG(E). It follows that z —j — t ~

ut say, where [ut, vß] = 1 in T3, zx~ tzx, and all other involutions in F (there are

770) are conjugate to jzx in NG(E). (This last fact follows from some simple

computations and the structure of A/22-however it is not needed in this work.)

Lemma 5.7. We have CG(zx)/(zxy at (J6(2) and G as Af(22).

Proof. As <z> is not weakly closed in CH(zx) with respect to CG(zx) (use either

Lemma 5.4 or 5.6), we have CG(zx)/(zxy as U6(2) by Theorem 2. We next show

that z, E CG(z,)' so that CG(zx) at U6(2)-a two-fold covering group of U6(2).

Recall that Z(TX) = (t,z,zxy and the Sylow 2-subgroup (v, F,> of A,G«o1»

has centre (tzx, zy. As zG n Z(TX) = (z, t, tz), z,G n Z(TX) = {zx, zxz, tzx], it

follows immediately from Sylow's theorem that Tx is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(ox).

Now F3 contains (u, t, z, *,) at Ei6 so oxr><*Goxo2 whence Lemma 5.3 and

Proposition 4 imply z ~ t — tz in CG(ox). Thus z — / — tz in N(TX) n CG(ox) by

Burnside's lemma. If z, E T{ then F, as Z2 X Q% X Qg (see §3, introductory re-

marks) with ü'(F,) = (t, zy. However it is now impossible for z, t, tz to be

conjugate in N(TX) n CG(ox) so we have proved z, E T'x whence z, E CG(zx)'.

It follows from a result of Griess [8] that CG(zx) is uniquely determined. Thus D.

Hunt's result [11] yields G as M(22) once we have observed that G is simple. As

z ~c ' ~g tz' we have O(G) = 1 immediately, so if 1 ¥= N < G then z E N.

Hence, as <zG n //> = // we have // c A, so A = G as Z(F) = <z>. This

completes the proofs of the lemma and Theorem 5.

5. The proof of Theorem C. Throughout this section, G will denote a finite group

which satisfies the assumptions of Theorem C. In addition we will assume that

G ^ H ■ O(G) so that z ~G h, for some h E H — (zy by Proposition 2. From our

assumptions on the structure of H we have CH(c) = (c) X P where P/(zy at

PSp4(3). Thus F ss Z2 X FS/>4(3) or FSp4(3) (the covering group for PSp4(3)).

Further, Aw«c>) = «c> X F)<u>, and we will take all the elements used to

describe the structure of Aut PSp4(3) in §1 to lie in F<u>. In particular we see that

r2=l.

As \J'\ = 2, we have J' = (zy, and if <z„ z2> = [<c>, Z(/)], then Z(J) =

<z, z,, z2> and 7 = <z„ z2> X 70, J0 = QB * Qg * Qs * Qs. Clearly //' = CH(c) ■ J

and //" = F • y = CH(Z(J)). If F = <J, /, «„ /?„ a2, /32, m, u> then F is a Sylow

2-subgroup of H and we take z2 = zxz2 so Z(F) = <z, z,>. As usual, F2 =

<Cy(0|02'), uv, ty is a Sylow 2-subgroup of ^(0,02') and Z(T^) = (z, z,).

Repeating the arguments of previous sections we see that J has 5 classes of

involutions with representatives z(l), z,(3), z,z(3), /(270), /z,(810) where j E

[Cj(oxo2x), M]. (The numbers in brackets of course denote the number of con-

jugates of each of the involutions.) In tJ, t(4), tz(4), íz,(12), iz,z(12), tjx(12),

(7,2,(216) (y, E Cj(t) — Z(Cj(t))) are representatives of the classes of involutions,

where / —H tz and tzx ~H tzxz only if P = PSp4(3).
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In utJ, ut(\6), míz(16), w/z,(48), w/z,z(48) represent the classes of elements with

square in <z>, while if x2 E (zy, x E vJ implies x ~H v, and x E uvJ implies

x ~H uv or x ~H uvz. In addition, Cj(v) — F32 while Cj(uv) = EM, Cj(ut) at EX2S

and Cj(t) at EX6 X Qg * Qt.

Finally we consider the elements of order three. If y3 = 1, y E //, then y is

conjugate to an element in (c, o,, o2>#, CH((c, o,, o2>) = (M X <c>)<i, z> and

NH((c, o,, o2» = CH((c, o,, o2» • (u, vy. We see that there are 9 conjugacy

classes of elements of order 3 in //. In the table below Y denotes a Sylow

2-subgroup of CH(y).

Conjugacy classes of elements of order three in H

y YnJ=Cj(y) Y/YnJ Z(Y)
a, at£4XQg atQg =</, Z(7)>

oxo2x ^E4XQg*Qg ssF4 =<z„z>

oxo2 =Z(J) =/^8 Q(ut, z,, z)

e =<z> typeFS/>4(3) ç<z,i>

car' ^Qs*Qs*Qs sßg = <¿>
co, =<z> =08 =(t,zy

coxo2x atQs aZj =(t, zy

coxo2 =Qs*Qs =E4 Q(u,zy

c(oxo2)x =QS,QS sss£4 c(t, zy

Lemma 6.1. The involutions z, z,, zxz lie in distinct conjugacy classes in G. Further,

a Sylow 2-subgroup T of H is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G.

Proof. As J = 02(CG(Z(T))) and <z> = J', NG(Z(T)) Q H whence NG(T) =

T and the result follows from the theorems of Sylow and Burnside.

Lemma 6.2. // (axa2xyg C H for some g E G then there exists h E H with

(axo2xyh = (axo2xyg.

Proof. Let y3 = 1, y E H but y -*H axa2x. We have to show y **G axo2l. As

Z(F2) = (z, zxy we see that T2 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of GG(o,o2') by Lemma 6.1.

As |F2| = 29 it is immediate that axa2x -*~G cax. Further, if o^1 —G y, then if

\Y\ < 29, we must have |Z(X)| > 8. Hence it only remains to consider y = o, or

o,o2. We have o, ^G axa2x by the argument of Lemma 3.1. If Ff c F2 for some

g E G (F3 a Sylow 2-subgroup of C^a^^, as usual), then since |F3| = 26,

zg E uv(T2 n /) (\C(uvt) n F2| = 25). However in this case Z(T3) = (ut, z, z,> s

Eg while C(zg) n T2 has centre of order 16. We conclude that oxa2x ^G axa2 and

the lemma is proved.

As in the proof of Lemma 5.4, let W = <r> X (Cy(í) n T^j, the unique elemen-

tary abelian subgroup of order 64 in F2.

Lemma 6.3. F^A" = CG(axa2x) and Y = CH(axa2x) then one of the following holds:

(\)X = O(A-) • YandzG n  Y = {z};
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(ii) NX(W)/CX(W) at (î7 and with appropriate choice of t, uv we have the follow-

ing fusion of involutions in X:

z ~ t ~ tzxz —y'z, ~ uv — uvt -*< z, ~y ~ tzx — uvz ^ zxz ~ tz;

(iii) NX(W)/CX(W) = Z3- 25, (zx,z2y <!NX(W) and \zG n W| = 5 wO* Z

~c'-

Proof. As usual, Proposition 4 and Lemma 6.2 imply that for any involution

y E Y, z —G y if and only if z —x y. Assume X ^ 0(A") Y so that z ~x y for some

>> e y - <z> by Proposition 2. We note that  Y = K0- X, where yo n X, = 1,

y0 = <z,, z2, c> as #4, y, = <MU, /, M)[M, Y n J] with ^/(o^J1) satisfying the

assumptions of the centralizer of an involution in Proposition 6.

Suppose at first that z ^x w for any w E W — (z). Then it follows, as in the

proof of Lemma 1.6, that z *t*x uv and if z ~x uvt, then Cy^uvt) = (oxa2xy X L

where F = F32. In this case we have NY(L)/CY(L) = F8 whence z has 9 conjugates

in NX(L). Thus NX(L) contains a normal subgroup F, with |F, : L\ = 2. However

F, c F2 and {z} = ZG n Z(F,) which yields <z> <1 NX(L), a contradiction. We

conclude that z ~^ w for some w E W — (zy and hence z — w in NX(W).

For the rest of the proof of this lemma, we will use the "bar-convention" for

Nx( w)/cx( WY (Note that Cx( W) = ff X (axa2xy.) We have Ay( W) as Z3 • 24

and <cojo¡>= G3(Â7Ôf)). If <co,o2> cj: 0(Nx(W)) then A^If)/ ¿»(A^Ef )) at

($7 by Gorenstein's and Walter's result [7]. It follows immediately that Nx( W) at &,

and that z has 35 conjugates in NX(W). Since coxo2~oxo2 in Nx(W),j ~ z, and

z,, z,z have 21, 7 conjugates, respectively, in NX(W). The rest of the fusion in (ii)

follows from an appropriate choice of /, uv and the fact that (3^ has one class of

involutions.

Suppose now that <cô^> c 0(Nx(W)). U j0 E T2 n J - W then [y0, W] =

<z,y> for some/ EJ n ff. Thus |C^^)(/p)| = 23 • 3 or 23 • 32 whence 0(7V(Tf))

= <co,a2> or \0(N(W))\ = 34 (recall that J0E 02(NY(W))). In the latter case, as

|C^(co,Q2)| = 16, <co^¡) d; Z(Q(A,A.(If ))). Thus Afy(If) acts faithfully on

Z(0(Nx(W))) which forces \Z(0(NX(W)))\ > 21. Hence Q(NX(W)) must be

abelian, which is a contradiction. It follows that 0(N( W)) = (coxo2y and, there-

fore, <z„ z2> = [co,ff2, If] < NX(W) and <z, i,y„y2> = C^co^J < A'^If),

where <y,,y2> x Z(7) = 7 n If. It follows from Gorenstein's and Walter's result

[7] and the fact that Nx( W) has a subgroup of index two that NX(W) at Z3 • 25.

Finally we see that z has only 5 conjugates in A^If), whence |zG n X\ = 5 also,

and take z ~G / (replacing í by tz if necessary). The lemma is proved.

As in previous sections let F = CH(F), where F = Cj((u, /)) (as F2?). In this

case \E\ = 2" and NH(E)/E at Z3 • 25.

Lemma 6.4. The subgroup E is elementary abelian of order 2" and is weakly closed

in T with respect to G. In addition, NG(E)/E at M23 (the Mathieu group on 23

letters) or NG(E)/E contains a subgroup of index two which is isomorphic to

PGL(3, 4).
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Proof. If F is nonabelian then (ut)2 = z and t ~H tz. Hence we must be in case

(i) of Lemma 6.3, so zG n H Q {z} u tjx u tjxzxH. This leads to a contradiction,

as in the proof of Lemma 2.3. The proof that F is weakly closed in F follows as in

Lemma 3.3.

Lemma 6.3 implies that there exists e E F — <z> with z — e in NG(E); i.e.

NG(E) ¥=NH(E). The argument in Lemma 5.6 combined with zG n J = {z} in

cases (i), (iii) of Lemma 6.3 and (zzx n J) = Z(J) in case (ii) yield that

0(CN{E)/E(jE)) = 1 (where/ E J — E). In particular we have 0(NG(E)/E) = 1.

If NG(E)/E has a subgroup of index two then this subgroup is isomorphic to

PGL(3, 4) by Gorenstein's and Harada's result [4]. If NG(E)/ E has no subgroup of

index two then NG(E)/ E at M22, M23, or U4(3) (by [5], [18]) asy0F has centralizer

of order < 27 • 45 in NG(E)/E and NG(JE) c H. It now follows that NG(E)/E at

M23, as neither M22 nor U4(3) contains a subgroup isomorphic to EX6(Z3 ■ 25) as

AH(E)/ E.

Lemma 6.5. // NG(E)/E at PGL(3, 4) ■ Z2 then <z„ z2> < G with G/(zx, z2y as

Aut U6(2).

Proof. In this case, z has 21 conjugates in NG(E) so we are in case (iii) of

Lemma 6.3. As Nx( W )/ W at Z3 ■ 25 and (zx,z2y <\NX(W), it follows from

Theorem 2 that CG((zx, z2y)/(zx, z2y at U6(2). In addition, CG(zx) c NG((zx, z2»

by Theorem 3. Further, NG((zx, z2>)/<z,, z2> as Aut U6(2), and the structure of

Aut U6(2) yields NG(E) c NG((zx, z2». Thus zG n //' = {z} u t" and, in partic-

ular, zGn./={z} (by Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4).

As t r*>G tz, [uv, t] = 1, and as z ~-x t, we have (uv)2 =1. If z ~G uv then

z —x uv by Proposition 4 and Lemma 6.2. If F is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Cy(uv)

then Z(K) = <z, z,,y, wt>> for some/ E J C\ T2, and we can repeat the argument

in Lemma 1.6 to yield <z> <1 NX(K) whence z ^-G wt>. Following the proof of

Lemma 3.6 we have that G contains a subgroup G0 of index two with uv E G -

G0. If N = NG((zx, z2» n G0 then N/(zx, z2y at f/6(2) • Z3 and A' D CG«z„ z2».

We will prove that C(x) C\ G0 c N for any involution x E N. Note that Ar has 7

classes of involutions with representatives z,, z, z,z, iz, utz, tzzx, utzzx (which are

not fused in G). Firstly, we observe that 0(CG(x)) = 1 for any involution x E N as

<z„ z2> c Cg(jc) and CG(zx) c NG((zx, z2». If CN(x) c CG«z„ z2» then C(x) n

G0 c A' by Proposition 2. Thus as H n G0 c N and the argument of Lemma 2.6

may be repeated to yield CG(tz) c NG((t, zy) c N ■ (uvy, it only remains to prove

that C(utz) n G0 c N.

Let C = C(wiz) n G0 and recall C n A' c NN(E) with C n N/E atE9-

SL(2, 3) (see Lemma 2.5). Take (oxo2, d, c> to be a Sylow 3-subgroup of C n N

with F = <o,o2, dy c CG«z,, z2>). From the structure of PGL(3, 4), we see there

are 3 classes of subgroups of order three in NG(E) with representatives (oxo2y,

(c>, (cdy. Further, we have

CE(oxo2) = (zx, z2, z, u, i> = E32   and    C(cd) n NG(E) at Z3 X Eg- F2X

(F2X, a Frobenius group of order 21). It follows that C£(o,02) is a Sylow 2-subgroup

of C(oxo2) n G0 and hence (oxo2y r^G (c>. If (cdy —G (oxo2y then C(cd) n G0
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would contain a Sylow 2-subgroup of order 32 which would be normalized by a

nonabelian   group   of   order   21.   Since   7 {lA^C^a,^)!   we   see   that   (cdy

^G <°la2>-

We have proved that (axa2 n <o,o2, d, c>> = R and we will therefore show

that (axa2, d, c> is a Sylow 3-subgroup of C by proving that NC(R) c C n N.

Since CC(R) n A has Sylow 2-subgroup <z,, z2, utzy it follows that NC(R) =

CC(R) ■ (C n A'). Further,

N((zx, z2, utzy) n CC(R) = F X <z„ z2, wiz>

whence 0(Cc(R)) = R, and Burnside's transfer theorem [3, Theorem 7.4.3] yields

CC(R) c N.

We have shown therefore that (axa2, d, c> is a Sylow 3-subgroup of C. As

#£.«0,02, d, cy)/(R, utzy at Z6, Gain's transfer theorem [3, Theorem 7.4.2] yields

that C has a normal subgroup C0 of index three with C0 n N = CG«z,, z2>). It

follows from Proposition 2 that C c N as required. This completes the proof that

N contains the centralizer (in G0) of each of its involutions. By [3, Theorem 9.2.1],

it follows that G0 = N or that N contains one class of involutions. Thus N = G0

and the lemma is proved.

Lemma 6.6. // NG(E)/E at M23 then G at M(23).

Proof. If NG(E)/E at M23, Lemma 6.3(ii) holds and z, z,, zzx have 1771, 253, 23

conjugates, respectively, in NG(E). Further, as M23 has one class of involutions, G

has precisely 3 classes of involutions. In addition (with appropriate choice of ut),

we have z, —j ~ tzxz ~ ut, zzx ~ tz and if e E F* is not conjugate to one of

these involutions in NH(E) then e ~ z in NG(E).

Since CH(zzx)/(zzxy satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 5, we have

CG(zz,)/<zZ|> as M(22). As z, = [z2, v], zzx E CG(zzx)' so CG(zzx) is isomorphic to

the double cover of M(22) (see [9]). It follows that G at M(23) (see [12]) once we

have proved that G is simple.

As z ~G/z, ~ jzxz, 0(G) = 1. Thus if N <] G, N contains one of z, z„ zz,.

However, <zG n //> = <z,G n //> = H, while <zz,G n H) = //', so we conclude

H c N, whence A = G as NG(T) = T. This completes the proof of Lemma 6.6

and Theorem C.

6. The proof of Theorem D. In this section we will use the notation in the

statement of Theorem D, and in addition we put J = 02(H) — F4 X Qs * Qs;

T = J(u, />, a Sylow 2-subgroup of //; W = (t) X Cj(t), the unique elementary

abelian subgroup of order 64 in F; and let <o,> be a Sylow 3-subgroup of F„

/ = 1, 2, 3. Let [w, z2] = z, so that Z(T) = (z, z,> (recall 02(K3) = <z„ z2> < //).

We suppose G ^ H ■ O(G) and give the proof in a series of lemmas.

Lemma 7.1. The elements z, z,, zzx lie in distinct conjugacy classes in G and T is a

Sylow 2-subgroup of G.

Proof. As Z(T) = (z, z,> and ü'(F') = <z>, the lemma follows from Sylow's

theorem and Burnside's lemma.
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Lemma 7.2. Either NG( W)/ W at Q^ and G has precisely 3 conjugacy classes of

involutions with

z — t — tzxz —jzx — u~ ut ** zx —y — tzx — uz *><* zxz — tz;

or NG( W)/ W^Z3-25 with (zx,z2y O NG( W), |z G n W| = 5 and

Z ~ t -*- Z, ^ ZZX ~ tZx 1^ j ~ tZ r>^jzx — tZZx.

Proof. Lemma 6.3.

Lemma 7.3. If NG(W)/ W = Z3 ■ S5 then <z„ z2> < G with G/CG((zx, z2» as 23

and CG((zx, z2y)/(zx, z2> = PSp4(3).

Proof. By Proposition 6, CG((zx, z2y)/(zx, z2> » PSp4(3). As in the proof of

Lemma 6.5, CT(u) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(u). Thus G contains a subgroup G0

of index two (Proposition 3) with G0 n H = Kx- K2- K3(ty. Since (zx,z2y is

strongly closed in F n G0, Proposition 2 yields

CG(zx) = 0(CG(zx))-(NG((zx, z2» n CG(zx)).

As z ~ / and tz —j —jz in CG(zx), we have [tz, 0(CG(zx))] = 1 whence

[j, 0(CG(zx))} = [jz,0(CG(zx))} = 1.

It follows that [z, 0(CG(zx))] = 1 so 0(Cc(zx)) = 1. We can show that C(x) n G0

C ^«z,, z2>) for all involutions in NG((zx, z2», in the same way as was done in

Lemma 6.5. It follows that <z,, z2> <] G by [3, Theorem 9.2.1].

For the rest of this section we will assume AG( W)/ W at &,.

Lemma 7.4. We have CG(zzx) = U(z2y where U/(zzx) = U4(3) (U is a covering

group of U4(3)) and (z2, zzxy <¡ CG(z2) with CG(z2)/(z2, zzxy at Aut PSp4(3) (and

CG((z2,zzxy)atE4X PSp4(3)).

Proof. The structure of CG(zzx) follows from Lemma 5.4. As <z,y'z,> normalizes

0(CG(z2)) we have 0(CG(z2)) = 1. In C(z¿ n NG(W) (at EM- 25), z2z has 5

conjugates while zxz has only two, namely zxz, z2zxz. It follows therefore from

Proposition 2 that (zxz, z2> <1 CG(z2). Thus CG(z2)/(zxz, z2y at Aut PSp4(3) by

Proposition 6 (as CG(z2) contains a subgroup of index two, namely CG(zxz, z2».

Lemma 7.5. The order of G is 29 • 39 • 5 • 7 • 13.

Proof. Let a(g) = \{(x,y)\(xy)n = g for some positive integer n where x —G z,

y ~G zz,}| for any involution g E G. We compute that a(z) = 22 • 33, a(zx) = 36 • 5

and a(zxz) = 0. The lemma follows from Thompson's order formula (see Lemma

2.7).

Lemma 7.6. We have K = 03(CG(o,02"')) « F35, CG(axa2x)/K as 26 and

CG(oxa2x) = (axa2xy X (CG(tz) n CG(axa2x))

with (tz, axa2 > = S3.

Proof. Put S = (zx, z2, z, uy, a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(o,02"') n CG(zx) (recall

z, ~G Z2). As S' = <z,),5 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(o,02'). Further, (zx, z2, uzy

as Dg with z, ~ z2 ~ z,z2 in C^ÍOiOj1) and zx ~ uz ~ uzzx in CG(o,02') n CG(zzx).
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Since 5 — <z,, z2, wz> contains 3 conjugates each of z and zzx, Proposition 3 yields

that CG(axa2x) has a subgroup of index two with Sylow 2-subgroup isomorphic to

Dg. It now follows from Gorenstein and Walter [7] that CG(axa2x)/ K as 26 (we

know that CH(axa2x) as E9 ■ (Z2 X 24), CG(axa2) n CG(zzx) as E3* • (Z2 X 24)).

We get \K\ = 35 by applying the Brauer-Wielandt formula [20] to K(zx, z2>.

Recall that tz inverts oxo2x and that [/, S] = 1. It follows that CG(tz) covers

NG((axo2xy)/K because tS contains precisely one conjugate of zzx, namely tz.

Finally, CK(z) = <o,, o2> so CK(tz) ¥= 1. It follows that CK(tz) as Fg, and the

lemma is proved.

Lemma 7.7. The group G is a rank three extension of CG(zzx), and zzG is a class of

3- transpositions.

Proof. We have |CG(z2) n CG(zz,)| = 28- 34- 5 by Lemma 7.4, and by Lemma

7.6 there exists g E G with |CG(zz,) n CG(zzf)| = 24- 36- 5 (since zzx —G tz). The

lemma follows from Lemma 7.5 and (tz, oxa2xy at 23.

Lemma 7.8. We have G at />fi(7, 3) - B3(3).

Proof. Suppose 1 ¥= A O G. Then A n Z(T) ¥= 1 as each of z,, zxz2, z2 acts

fixed-point free on O(G). This implies that If ç A7 and hence NG(W) Q N. Thus

F c N and so A = G as NG( T) = T. It follows now from Fischer's result [1] that

G a Pü(l, 3).

PART II

The following result is proved.

Theorem. Let G be a finite group, z an involution in G and suppose H = CG(z)

satisfies:

(i) J = 02(H) is extra-special of order 213 with CH(J) Q J;

(ii) H contains a normal subgroup K with K/023(H) at U4(3) and 023(H)/J at

Z3.

Then one of the following holds :

(a) G = HO(G);

(b) H/K at Z2 and G is a simple group with \G\ = |A/(24)'|;

(c) H/K = Z2X Z2 and G at M(24).

The notation used will be as in Part I, and, in addition, P21 will denote a

nonabelian group of order 27 and exponent 3.

1. Some properties of U4(3). Much of the information given below comes from

Phan [18]. We will, in general, follow his notation. The group U4(3) is a simple

group of order 27 • 36 • 5 • 7 and has only one class of involutions. For an involu-

tion tin U4(3) we have C(t) = (F, * L2)(U, u> where Li = <ä„ ^><ö,> at SL(2, 3),

(Ö,, b¡y at Qg, (rj.) s Z3 for /' = 1,2, and the relations involving ¿7, v are as

follows:

¡Ï2 - (üv)2 =1,    v2 = /"       (i.e. <w, ©> » £>8);

of = d2,    bx = bl,       orf = o2;

s*-sr\ sr = äi5i, sr-dr\   / = i,2.
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The Sylow 2-subgroup 02(C(t))(U, u> contains precisely two elementary abelian

subgroups of order 16:

F, = (t, axa2, bxb2, uy,    F2 = (t, axa2, b2a2bx, mü)

with N(Fi)/Fi at &6, i = I, 2.

There are four classes of elements of order 3 in U4(3) with representatives

öx, öxö2x, ô,rJ2, ö3. For the Sylow 3-subgroup (5X, o2> of C(t) we have N((dx, o2))

= M(U, v) where M as £81 and_ N(M)/M a ^. Further, C(ôxô2x)/M as

C(5^2)/_M = fi4_and N((ôxô2xy)/M a A«ö,ö2»/A/ a 24. For Ö, we have C(o,)

= Ux- L2 where t/, a p21 * p2Jy A<ö,> = C(ö,)<tJ> and F2<tJ> acts irreducibly on

Ux/(dxy. Clearly Ux(d2y is a Sylow 3-subgroup of t/4(3) with centre <ö,>. Finally,

we may assume C(d3) c £/,, Ar«ö3>) = C(o3)</> with C(rJ3) at Z3 X F27, and we

note that UX(M) contains 2 (20) conjugates of ö,, 48 (30) conjugates of each of

öxö2x, ö,ö2 and 144 (0) conjugates of o3.

The Sylow 5- and Sylow 7-normalizers in U4(3) are Frobenius groups of orders

20, 21, respectively.

We now consider U4(3)(nx, w2> where ir,, w2 are involutory (outer) automor-

phisms of U4(3) which satisfy the following relations:

C{(iïx, w2y) n C(t) = LX*L2= o23(c('t)),

(■ñ3)2 = / where 773 = ■ñxñ2 and [77,, it] = [tt3, v\ = 1, [w,, ¿J] = [i2, ¿7] = [tt2, v\ =

[w3, ¿7] = /. For /' = 1, 2, <7T,, F,> as £32, while if j =/= /' and y E {1, 2, 3},

(wj, N(F/)y/F, a 26.

There are 6 classes of involutions outside U4(3) with representatives 77,, 7r,a,a2

(;' = 1, 2), 7r3¿7,773ä, which have centralizers in U4(3) isomorphic to PSp4(3), FI6 • E9

■ Z4, 26 and t/3(3), respectively. In addition, we note that we may assume

_-
TTx~~7Txut,    mxaxa2 — •nxu~mxv,    tt2 — ir2uvt,

■n2äxä2 — tt2üv — tt2v    and    -n3ü ~ 7?3iJ <— m3uv.

With regard to the elements of order 3, 0, centralizes mx, -n2 and 7T3ä,, öxö2x

centralizes 7?,, ñ2, ir2üv and 7t3üv, o,ö2 centralizes 7?,, 77,«, 7?2, t?3m while ö3

centralizes conjugates of njäxä2 (i = 1, 2) and n3äx.

Finally we remark that J74(3)<7?,, 7r2> is the maximal subgroup of Aut U4(3)

(|Aut U4(3): U4(3)(ttx, 7r2>| = 2) in which o,«^1 ■** ö,ö2.

2. Some properties of H. We will use the notation of the theorem and note that if

F is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H then Z( F) = <z > so T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G.

Let <c> denote a Sylow 3-subgroup of 023(H). Thus CK(c)/(c, C}(c)y a i/4(3). If

Cj(c) ¥= (zy then Cy(c) and [<c>,7] are both extra-special groups of order < 2"

(see Part I, Proposition 5). It follows from assumption (i) and [13, pp. 356, 357] that

at least one of the orthogonal groups O+(10, 2) or O "(10, 2) must contain a

subgroup isomorphic to U4(3). This is easily seen to be impossible by considering

the Sylow 3-subgroups of these three groups. Therefore we have proved Cj(c) =

<z>. It follows immediately that J is the central product of 6 quaternion groups (or

6 dihedral groups) of order 8.
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The "bar convention" will be used for CK(c)/(c, zy and this group will be

identified with U4(3) (as described in §1). As each element of order three in U4(3) is

conjugate to its inverse we may take o, (i = 1, 2, 3), oxa2, axa2 to be elements of

order three in CK(c), and also assume each of these elements is conjugate to its

inverse in CK(c). As C(ax) acts irreducibly on 03(C(5x))/(dxy and there exists

d E C(ax) - 03(C(rJ,)) with (d)3 = dx, it follows that o, lies in the centre of a

Sylow 3-subgroup of CK(c). Let ¿7, be a Sylow 3-subgroup of 03(C(ax) n C^c)) so

that 03(C(5X)) = ¿7, = Ux X (zy/(c,zy. If M is _a Sylow 3-subgroup of

03(C(axa2) n CK(c)) then M a F35 and O^Cia^)) = M = M X (zy/(c, zy. Fi-

nally we take /, u, uv to be involutions in CK(c), so that (c, o„ o2) is a Sylow

3-subgroup of CK(t) and [<m, v), (c, o,, o2>] = (ax, o2>.

Since we have assumed ax = <r, , (0,0)" = axxc, it follows that Cj(axc) ¥= (zy

and [o,, J) is the central product of 2, 4 or 6 quaternion groups. As o, E U[ and

L2(vy acts irreducibly on Ux/(axy, it follows that [o,, 7] admits a group of

automorphisms of order > 36. Hence [o,, 7] = J(36\ |08+(2)|), Cj(ax) = <z> and

Cj(axc) at Cj(oxxc) atQg* Qg* Q%. Let J2 = Cy(o,c), J3 = Cy(of'c) so J = J2 * J3

and put t/, = C^(y,) n Ux, i = 2, 3.

As U2 n t/3 n Z(£/,) = 1, it follows that Ux = U2 X U3 and Í/, a />27, / = 2, 3.

In particular, c E £/,' so c E CK(c)'. Further, C(J¡) n CK(ox) = t/, X (z) and

CK(ox)/(U¡, z> is isomorphic to a Sylow 3-normalizer in PSp4(3) (= F27SL(2, 3)),

/ = 2, 3. By the Frattini argument, NH((ox, c» covers H/K. If x E NH((ox, c» —

F, replacing x by xt> if necessary, we may assume x normalizes both (oxcy and

(oxxcy and also, therefore, J¡, U¡, i = 2, 3. Either [x, J2] ¥= 1 or [x, J3] ?* 1 so for

/ = 2, 3 (or perhaps both), (x, CK(ox)y/(U¡, zy is isomorphic to a subgroup of

Aut PSp4(3) at 06~(2). It follows immediately that x2 E Q(o,) and H = F or

///F a Z2 or Z2 X Z2. We collect all these results in the following lemma.

Lemma 1. The subgroup J = 02(H) is the central product of six quaternion

(dihedral) groups and Cj(c) = Cj(ax) = (zy. We have K/J at CK(c)/(zy is isomor-

phic to a nonsplit extension of a group of order three by U4(3) and either H = K or

H/K a Z2 or Z2 X Z2. Finally if J2 = Cj(axc), J3 = Cj(axxc) and £/, =

03(CK(ox)), then 7,. a Qg * Qs * gg, u, = CK(J¿ ni/,* F27, / = 2, 3 and Ux = U2

x U3.

If ju, v are elements of order 5, 7, respectively, in CK(c), then from Lemma 1 it

follows that (n), (vy are Sylow 5-, 7-subgroups, respectively, in H and Cy(/x) »

Qs * Qs- while Cj(v) = (zy. The 48 elements of order three in U¡ — Z(U¡), i = 2, 3,

are all conjugate in NK((oxy) and are therefore conjugate to axa2x or axa2 in K. We

will assume that U2 — (oxcy (only) contains conjugates of 0,02'. It follows im-

mediately therefore that

Cj(oxo2x) atQg*Qg*Qg*Qg

and we take

Q(0ia2"') = cj(o\°21) ■ M   <"»» 0 - <>3>-

Also, 0,02' ■?<*„ oxo2xc' and Cj(oxo2xc') as Qg, i = ±1.
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With this choice of elements we also have axa2 ~x axa2c', i = ±1,

C/(o1o2)=[<o,o21>,y] atQg*Qg

and

Q(°,o2) = Cj(oxo2) ■ M- (u, t).

In the same way, o3 ~K o3c', i = ±1, Cj(o3) — Q% * Qg and CK(o3) = Cj(o3) ■

(CxioJ n Ux). We have proved

Lemma 2. The group H has 7 classes of subgroups of order three with representa-

tives <c>, (axy, (axcy, (axa2xy, (oxo2xcy, (axa2y, <o3>, where

Cj{oxa2x) =Qg* Qg* Qg* Qg,    Cj(axa2xc) as Qg

and

cA°i°2) = cÁ°d = Qs * Qs-

Further, we have Cj(¡x) = Qg* Qg, Cj(v) = (zy, where <jn>, (p> are, respectively,

Sylow 5-, 1-subgroups of H.

As t centralizes the subgroup (c, axa2 ') which acts faithfully on Cj(oxo^) we

have [/, Cj(axa2)] = 1. If M, = [<r, wu>, M] X <c> a £81 then M = Mx X (axa2xy

and CH(t) n Mx = (c, axa2y. Let t, E A/, with

Q(t,) n Cj{oxü2x) ̂Qg*Qg*Qg

(as Gw(o,a2l)/023(C//(o,o21)) a d4, Mx acts faithfully on C^o,©^1)). Now t, has 4

conjugates in <mü, /> • Mx whence Cj(axa2x) ■ Mx is the central product of four

subgroups each isomorphic to SL(2, 3). These four subgroups are permuted by

CH(axa2x)/Cj(axa2x) ■ M (a ¿£4) acting in the natural way. Hence C(t) n

Cj(oxa2x) a E32 and therefore Cy(/) a £16 X g8 * g8. It follows that U contains 3

classes of involutions in F with representatives t, tz, tj (j an involution in Cj(axa2)

- (zy), having 16, 16, 288 conjugates, respectively, in NK(tJ) (t ^K tz as (ut)2 = 1

and v2 E t(zy).

In the same way as above we see that [uv, Cj(axa2)] = 1 and Cy(«i>) n Cj(axa2)

a F32. Further, Z = Z(Cj((uv, i») a Eg, all involutions in Z — <z> are conjugate

in (J, c> and therefore CH(Z) covers F^/J where F2 = <F2, c, zy/(c, zy at Ex6.

Similarly CH(Z) covers NK(F2)J/J so if/2 E Z — <z> then CfÁJ-/)/Cj(j2) a Ex6-

&6 (as this subgroup is maximal in U4(3)).

Lety, be an involution in Cj(oxc) — (zy. Without loss we may take U2(o2cy to

be a Sylow 3-subgroup of C(jx) n CK(oxc) whence (72<o2c> is a Sylow 3-subgroup

of CH(jx). It now follows by counting the number of involutions in J — (zy that

\CK(jx)/Cj(jx)\ = 25- 34- 5 or 26 ■ 34■ 5. The structure of U4(3) immediately yields

CK(jx)/Cj(jx) a PSp4(3). We have therefore determined all conjugacy classes of

involutions in K.

Lemma 3. There are precisely two conjugacy classes of involutions in J — (zy in H

with representatives jx,j2 where CK(jx)/Cj(jx) a PSp4(3) and CfAj^/CjUJ at Ex6-

&6. In K — J there are precisely three classes of involutions with representatives t, tz,

tj where j E Cy(o,02) - <z>.
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If H =£ K, it follows from our assumptions and the lemmas above that H =

K(tT¡y or H = K(ttx, 7T2> where tt,-E A/H«c)) and ir¡(c, z)/(c, zy = ñ¡, i =

1, 2, 3, correspond to the elements introduced in the previous section. In addition

we may assume it2 E (zy, i = 1, 2, and it2 = t.

Suppose [ir¡, c] = 1 for i = 1, 2 or 3. As we may assume [tt¡, (ax, o2>] = 1 and as

CK(ir¡) covers CK(ax)/023(CK(ax)), it follows we may assume C(7r,) n Ux =

(U2, c), C(ir¡t) n Ux = (U3, c). Thus tt," = 7T,7 so /' = 1 or 2; i.e. 7r3 inverts c. As

U2 acts irreducibly on 73/<z), [irjtJ3] = 1. Further •ni inverts an element X in

U3 - (o\xcy, A ~K axa2x. As <\> ~ <Ao¡-'c> ~ <Ao,c_l> in U3 and C(X) n J2 a

g8, it follows that [w,, C(À) n J2] = 1 while 7r, swaps the two quaternion groups

C(Xaxxc) n J2, C(Xaxc x) n J2. Thus

Cy(7T,) a £4 x Qg * Qg * Qg * Qg,

and we suppose/, E Z(Cy(w,)). Then all involutions in Z(Cy(7r()) — <z> are con-

jugate toy, (in (c, J » and C^y',) covers C/f(7r,)/Cy(77,.) • <c> a PSp4(3).

If </i> is a Sylow 5-subgroup of CK(-rr¡) then Cy(/x) n Cy(7r,) = Z(Cy(7r,)). Now if

</¿'> is a Sylow 5-subgroup of CK(j2), as <tt2, F2, jy/J — F32 we may suppose

y2 E Cj(tt2) n Cy(ft'). Since Z(Cy(7r,)) only contains conjugates of y, we have

proved that w2 inverts c also.

Finally, we will show [77,, c] = 1. From §1, irxu centralizes a Sylow 3-subgroup of

N(FX) in CK(c)/(c, zy. However a Sylow 3-subgroup of N(FX) contains conjugates

of ô,ô2, ô3 and CK(axa2) = Cj(axa2) ■ M(u, i>. Therefore c E C(-nx) n C^c) be-

cause M does not contain conjugates of o3; i.e. a Sylow 3-subgroup of Nx(FxJ)

cannot split over <c).

If h E H - K with h2 E <z> and c* = c"1, then Cy(/i) is elementary abelian of

order 64 or 128 depending whether h —H hz or not. Since 33||GL(5, 2)|, we must

have Cy(7r2) a Cy(7r3a,) a F,28. Let (axa2x, o3> be a Sylow 3-subgroup of

CH(-n2uv), o3 —K o3, and note that Cj(a'3) c Cy(o,o2'). Thus tt2uv acts fixed-point-

free on 0323(CH(a3))/032(CH(a3)) at E9 whence -n2uv normalizes the two quatern-

ion subgroups in Cj(o3) and so 7r2Hi; ~H -n2uvz. Similarly, tr3u acts fixed-point-free

on (oiOj1, c> and so normalizes the two quaternion subgroups in Cy(o,02). Thus

Cj(tt2uv) = Cj(tt3u) = EM. These results are collected in the following lemma.

Lemma 4. If itx E H then [w„ c] = 1 and Cj(ttx) a E4 X Qs* Qg* Qg* Qg- If

7T2 E H then tt2 inverts c and if h E tt2K with h2 E (zy, h is conjugate to one of m2,

7T2z, ir2uv with Cj(tt2) at F,28, Cy(7T2wu) a EM. Finally, if tr3 E H then tr3 inverts c

also and any element in tr3K with square in (zy is conjugate to one of -n3ax, -n3axz, -n3u

where Cj(ir3ax) a EX2S and Cj(tt3u) = EM.

3. The proof of case (b).

Lemma 5. Let G be a finite group which satisfies the assumptions of the theorem.

Then z ^Gjx, and if z ~Gj2, then either H — K(tr2y or \H : K\ = 4.

Proof. If x is an involution in J — (zy, z ~~G x implies that 02(CH(x))/Cj(x)

contains a normal elementary abelian subgroup of order 32 by [16, Proposition 7].
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It follows from Lemma 3 and the structure of N(F2) given in §1 that z ^Gy, and

z —Gy2 implies 7r2 E //. The lemma is proved.

The following simple result will be needed a number of times in this section.

Proposition. Let G be a finite group, z an involution in G and H = CG(z).

Suppose that P =£ 1 is a p-subgroup of H (p an odd prime) which satisfies

(*) ifgxPg C H, g E G, then there exists h E H so that g~xPg = h~xPh.

Then for any involution x E CH(P), x ~G z // and only if x —N(P) z. If, in

addition, NG(P) = NH(P)CG(P), then x ~G z if and only if x ~C(P) z-

For the rest of this section, all results will be proved under the following

assumptions.

Hypothesis 1. Let G be a finite group which satisfies the assumptions of the theorem.

In addition, suppose G i= H ■ 0(G) and H = F, H = F<tt2> or H = F<tt3>.

Lemma 6. We have z -^G tt3u and z ~G/2 if and only if z ~G 7r2 andy, —G 7r2z.

Proof. If H = K(ir3y then z -*-Gj2 by Lemma 5. If </x> is a Sylow 5-subgroup

of Ch(it3u) then by the proposition, z —G tt3u if and only if z ~ 7t-3m in CG( ¡i). For

some/' E Cj(n) - (zy, (v3u, *,/> is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(n) n CH(tr3u). If

z —G m3u then [j',j'z) < Ng((tt3u, z,j'y) whence <7r3w, z,,/) is a Sylow 2-sub-

group of CG(ß). Thus z ^G 7r3w.

Now suppose H = K(tr2y. Without loss we take 7T2 E Ch(h) and observe that if

7T2 = 1, CH(n)/(fi) is isomorphic to the centralizer of a central involution in &g

(Cy(772) n C/a) a Eg). Since C„(y2)/02(C„(/2)) a ffi6, if we assume/, E C,(/i)

also we have CH(j2) does not cover NH((fiy)/CH(ix) whencey2 has 12 conjugates

in CH( n) (the other 6 are conjugate toy',). If CG( ju) has a subgroup F of index two

then F n CH(n) = (¡i) X Cy(/x) • <c> and <z> is weakly closed in CH(¡£) with

respect to CG( ¡i). On the other hand if CG( ¡x) has no subgroup of index two we see

easily that ir\ = 1. A result of D. Held [24] yields CG(ja)/<ju> s S,, a, or

Hol(F8) = Eg ■ F2(7). The last case cannot occur as z ^G/,.

Thus we have proved that in CG( ju), either z is not conjugate to any involution in

CH(ß) — (zy or z —y2 — 7r2, say, and /, — m2z. The corresponding result for G

follows from the proposition.

Lemma 7. Either (axa2y satisfies condition (*) of the proposition (i.e. (oxo2yH =

(axa2yG n //) or oxa2 ~G c, H = F<tt2> W

Z ~G^2 ~G ' ~C (/ ~G *2>     /l ~C ÍZ ~G ,r2Z-

Proof. We begin by listing some properties of Sylow 2-subgroups of the

centralizers of elements of order three in H. In the table, y is an element of order 3,

Y is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(y), Y/ Y n J is given for H = K(ir2y (and

H = F<7T3>). Recall that Y n J = <z> or Y n J is the central product of quatern-

ion groups.
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y Y \Y\ \Yr\J\ Y/YnJ

c T0 28 2 type U4(3)

c, F, 25 2 Qg X Z2 (Qg * Z4)

oxa2l T2 2'2     29 Eg (Dg)

°,°2 T3 28     25 F»8

o.c       T4 2X0 27 ß8

3

o,       F.    26     25

o,o2'c     F5    25     23 Z2 X Z2

6

In addition we note that when H = K, T¡ (i = 1, . . . , 6) has order 28, 24, 2", 27,

210, 25, 25, respectively.

If H = F then <z> = Fj' n Z(F3), while if H ¥* F, Z(F3) c F^ Ç <?, F3 n J)

whence <z> = Z(T3) n [F3, F3]. Thus F3 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(o,02) so

0,02' -^-G o,a2 ^G o,c, and, in addition, c ^G o,o2 if // = F. Qearly S2|(Fj) = <z>

and Z(T6) = <z> so F5, F6 are Sylow 2-subgroups of CG(a|a2'c), CG(o3), respec-

tively. In particular, axa2xc <^G axa2 -*-G o3. Since Z(T3) = (t, zy, if x is an involu-

tion in F3 then Cg(jc) n F3 contains an elementary abelian subgroup of order 16.

As F, clearly contains no such subgroup, o, ^G axa2.

It remains to consider the case axa2 ~G c. We may assume here that t ~G z

(Z(T0) = Z(F3) = (t, z», whence

Q(0 n Qia.a,)/^ o,o2> a i/4(3).

As U4(3) has one class of involutions, z ~ 7r3w or 773wz in CG(axa2). This is

impossible as v3u —H ir3ut and z ^*-G 7r3w by Lemma 6. Thus we have H = K(tr2y.

We note that if / E T3 n J then y ~Hjx as CH(j2) only contains conjugates of

cTjcr^', o3. It follows therefore from z</> —/</) that z ~ tj and/, ~ iz. Also from

z(ty ~ TT2(ty we may assume z — 77-2 and ir2t —/, (thus 7r2í ~~h tt2z). This com-

pletes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 8. If z ^Gj2 then zG n F = {z}. In particular, H ^ K.

Proof. If z ^"Gj2 then (axa2y satisfies (*) of the proposition. It follows therefore

from Z(T3) = (t, zy and Burnside's lemma [13, IV, 2.5] that t ^G z ^G tz. If

z ~G tj, Lemma 6 implies that zG n F3 c 7</> n F3. However

<zG n C(tj) n F3> = <//> X Cj(tj) n F3 a Z2 X Z2 X /)8

and so C(tj) n F3 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(iy') n CG(o,02). Thus zG n F = {z}.

If // = F, Glauberman's theorem [2] yields G = H ■ O(G) against Hypothesis 1.

The lemma is proved.

Lemma 9. We have H = F<7r2>.

Proof. Suppose H = K(-n3y whence z ^G/2- We will show z ^G tr3ax, and

hence zGn//={z}by Lemmas 6 and 8. However, this will contradict Glauber-

man's result [2]; i.e. we will have shown H =£ K(ir3y.
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We may assume tr3ax E Tx, where Tx/(zy = Qg* Z4 in this case. Since <o2)

normalizes F, but does not centralize F, n K a Z2 X Qg, Z(TX) = (ir3, zy say

with 7T3 = /. By Lemma 8, tz ■y-G z r**G t so Tx is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(ax). It

follows immediately that <o,> satisfies (*) of the proposition as ül(T¡) = (zy

whereas T{ contains t or tz. In order to complete the proof of the lemma we only

need to show z -*■ -n3ax in CG(ax).

Now C(ir3ax) n F, = (-n3ax, 7r3, z> so Ux(C(ir3ax) n Tx) = (t). Thus if tr3ax ~ z

in CG(ax) there exists g E CG(t) n CG(ax) with zg E F, - <z>. However F,/<i>

a F,6 (because 7z3a, is an involution, a1 = t also) whence z<i), zg(t) are conjugate

in N(Tx)/(ty by Burnside's lemma. This is clearly impossible so // ¥= K(ir3y. It

follows therefore from Lemma 8 that H = F<w,).

Lemma 10. Ife /¡aue z ~Gj2 if and only if z ~G tt2uv. Therefore we have z ~Gy2.

Further, c —G axa2 and the fusion of involutions has been completely determined.

Proof. If o3 ~G o, then there exists g E G with Ff c F6. However Tx at Z2X

Z2 X Qg so Ff n T6 C\ J is abelian of order 16, or isomorphic to Z2 X £?8. Both of

these cases are impossible (F6 n J a g8 * Q8). It follows that <o3> satisfies condi-

tion (*) of the proposition-see the proof of Lemma 7. Since T6 is of type G2(3), we

easily show z ~j2 in CG(o3) if and only if z — 7r2uv (T6 has at most three classes of

involution in CH(o3) with representatives z,/2, tr2uv,j2 ~Hj2). The first part of the

lemma now follows from the proposition.

If z *-Gy2, it follows from Lemmas 6 and 8 that zGn//={z). We have the

same contradiction as in the previous two lemmas. It remains to show therefore

that z ~Gy2 implies oxo2 ~G c.

Suppose to the contrary that oxo2 -^G c. By Lemma 7, (oxo2y satisfies (*) of the

proposition, whence by Lemma 6 we have z — 7r2 in CG(axa-¡). Let X = CG(o,02),

Y = CH(oxo2) and If = <tt2, í> X (Cy(7r2) n F3) a E32. We easily see that T3

contains only two elementary abelian subgroups of order 32, both of which are

normal in F3. Thus z ~ 772 in NX(W). As above, Z(T3) = (t, z) so z, t, tz lie in

distinct conjugacy classes in X. We have CX(W) = W X (oxo2y, NY(W)/CX(W)

at 24( and in NY(W), z(\), t(\), tz(l),j(6), tj(6), tt2(8), tt2z(8) (/ E F3 n J) represent

the classes of involutions in W, with the number of conjugates given in brackets.

Since 27 {|GL(5, 2)|, z cannot have 9 conjugates in NX(W) so z has 15 conjugates

in A^ W): z ~ it2 — tj. Replacing t by tz if necessary we have tz —j ~ 7r2z (recall

j ~Hjx~~-G-n2z by Lemma 6) and </> < NX(W). It now follows from Part I,

Proposition 6, z</> ~/</> in Nx(W)/(t) and the fact that m2u(J n F3) does not

contain involutions, that Cx(t)/(t, oxo2y a U4(3). However, this yields z<i>

~^ u(ty so z —^ / orz —x tz, a contradiction. This completes the proof of the

lemma.

Lemma 11. Let F = Cj(t) n Cy(«) and E = CH(F). Then E at £2„ and NG(E)/E

at M24, the Mathieu group on 24 letters. Further we have CG(jx) n NG(E)/E a

Aut A/„.
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Proof. As u ~ t ~ ut in NH((axa2, c>) and Cj((u, f>) n Cy(o,02) — Es, we

have F = Cy(í) n Cj(u) a fi'j,. In the same way as in Part I, §3, we have

\CH(t): NH(F) n C„(/)| = \CH(u): NH(F) n CH(u)\ = 3, from which it follows

that NH(F)/J at EX6 ■ Z3 ■ S6. Hence F = CH(F) covers 02(NH(F))/J whence

F a F2n.

Let F be a Sylow 2-subgroup of // so that CH(t) covers F/F Suppose Eg c T

for some g E G. We will show Eg = F. Observe first that 26 < \E* n 7| < 27,

24 < |F* • y//| < 25 and Eg n tJ ¥= 0. If Eg c K n T then we have Fg n uJ =¿

0 or Eg n uvJ ¥^ 0. Since Cy(z,) c Cy(i) for any z, E z/, and as Cj(uv) n Cy(/)

a £4 x gg * 28, we have Eg n 7 = F and so F* = E. If F* et F n F then F*

contains conjugates of 7r2«u, whence |F* n /| = 64. It follows that Eg n uJ ¥= 0

or Fg n wu/ 7^ 0 whence Eg n J C F. However if e E Fg and e/ —^ tt2uvJ,

then as e inverts c, \CF(e)\ = 24. This contradiction means we have proved that E is

weakly closed in F with respect to G.

There are 1771 conjugates of z in F (the remaining 276 are conjugate toy',) and

they are all conjugate to z in NG(E) by the above remarks. Thus \NG(E)/E\ = 210

• 33 • 5 ■ 7 • 11 • 23 = |M24\. If F is a Sylow 23-subgroup of NG(E) then CE(R) = 1

from which it follows that NG(E)/E is a simple group. A result of R. Stanton [28]

yields NG(E)/E a M24. The last fact, that CG(y',) n NG(E)/E as Aut M22, follows

from the structure of M24 (see [23], for example).

Lemma 12. We have CG(/,)/</,> a Aut M(22) withjx E CG(y',)'.

Proof. Set Cj(axa2) = (rx, sxy * (r2, i2> where (r¡, $,) at Qg, i = I, 2, are cho-

sen so that we have

rx = r2,    sx = s2,    rx2 = r2 ,    sx 2 = r2s2.

Let/ = rxr2, z, = sxs2 andy'0 = sxr2s2. It follows that we have

(u, vt2> Ç CH(j),    zxu = z„    z?> = z,/,   y0u =/0/z,   yo"2 =/0.

Recall that /, ~wy ~w z, ~Hj0 and that lO^C^io^j))! = 33. If D = (j, z„ z)

then Z» Ç Cj(u) n Cy(/) = F so [D, E] = 1. Also [D, O^C/a^)] = 1, so from

the structure of PSp4(3) we have D < C„(y). Clearly CH(D)/Cj(D) a PSp4(3) and

C^DKJo, t2> = Cw(y).
Let / be an involution in Cy(y) — (z,j) and F a Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(l) n

Cw(/). Since Z(F n /) = </,/, z>, it follows that Z(F) = </,/, z>. If S is a Sylow

2-subgroup of CH(j0) n C^i/) then as y0 ^ 5' we have <z> CS'n Z(S) E

</, z>. Thus 5 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(y0) n CG(j) (as/ ~Hjz ~Hjx), and if

y0 ~ / in CG(y) for / E C3(j), then/0 — / in CH(j).

In NG(E) n CG(y) we see that z (and hencey'z) has 231 conjugates and z, has 44.

Thus if e E E with e —Gy, then e is conjugate toy,y'z or z, in NG(E) n CG(J). If

x E (NG(E) n CG(j))' — E with x—Gy',, then xE~j'E where we may take

/' E Cj(u) n Cy(y) — F (A/22 has only one class of involutions). As all involutions

in uJ which are conjugate toy, in G lie in F, it follows that x is conjugate to an

involution in Cy(/).

Since NH(E) n CH(j)/E a E32 ■ 25 and C^o^J n NH(E) n Cw0") =

C£(oiO2)<o,o2></0)> the structure of M22 yieldsy0 £ (NG(E) n CG(j))'. Combining
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this with our work in the two paragraphs above we see that/0 is not conjugate to

any involution in (NG(E) n CG(j))'. Thus Thompson's transfer theorem [29,

Lemma 5.38] yields that CG(y) contains a subgroup X of index two with/0 E X.

It follows that CH(j) n X/(j) satisfies the assumptions of Part I, Theorem B.

Thus either </, z,> <i X with A"/<y, zxy at U6(2), or A'/</> a Af(22). The first

case is impossible as (j, z,> <tlC//(/), so we conclude X/(j) = M(22). Finally,

j E CH(j)' andy'o acts on CH(j) n X as an outer automorphism whence CG(J)/(j)

a Aut M(22).

Lemma   13.   The  group   G   has  order  22x • 316 • 52 • 73 • 11 • 13 • 17 • 23 • 29 =

|M(24)'|.

Proof. Thompson's order formula yields

\G\ = 221-37-5 • la(jx) + 219-39-52-7- 11 • 13 a(z)

where, for any involution g E G,

a(g) = |{(x, jOI (xy)" = g ror some positive integer n, with x —G z,y —c/,}|.

a(z) = 22 • 33• 7 X 2,820,636. In the computation of a(z), x, y will be involutions

in H — (zy with (xy)" = z for some n and x ~G z,y —G/,. Thus x is conjugate in

H to one of

y2(2-35-7),    z(24-34-5-7),    tj(25 ■ 36 • 5 • 7),

tz2(27-33-7),    7z2m;(28-35-5-7);

while y is conjugate to eithery',(22 • 33 • 7), Zz(24 • 34 • 5 • 7) or 7r2z(27 • 33 • 7), where

the number in brackets is the number of conjugates of the involution in //. Note

that if either x -^G xz or y <*-G yz then (xy)" = z implies n is odd.

Suppose at first that y ~Hjx. A computation yields that there are 1728 con-

jugates of y2 in J — Cj(jx) whence there are 22 • 33 • 7 X 1728 pairs (x,y) with

x —Hj2. By the remark above we see there are no such pairs when x ~H t or

x ~-H 77,. We have (tjy)2 = z if and only if [/, y] = z and (j, y> c Cy(Z). There are

32 such y\ and so 210- 36- 5 • 7 pairs (x,y) with x ~H tj ([tj, J] is elementary

abelian so \tjy\ < 4). For m2uv, (m2uvy)" — z implies n = 4; i.e. (ir2uvy)2 is of order

four in J. Now there is precisely one class (in H) of elements of order four in J

with representative rx say, where CH(rx)/Cj(rx) a F8, • 25. We compute that 7r2wt;

inverts 64 elements of order four (in J) which are all conjugate under the action of

CH(tr2uv). There are 6 conjugates of y with (7r2Muy)2 of order four so there are

215 • 36 • 5 • 7 pairs (x, y) with x —H tt2uv.

From the remarks above, if (xtz)" = z then either n = 1 and x = z or xtz = az,

a of odd order (=£ 1). (In this latter case, xz ■ tz = o, (xz, tzy is a dihedral group of

order 2|o| = 2n.) If yx, . . . ,ym are representatives of the A///«o>)-classes of (tz)H

which invert o, then
m

I = S (kl - l)|C„(íz)|/|C„(y,) n NH((ay)\
/=i

gives the number of involutions x E H with xtz ~H az. If o ~H fi then / = 211 ■

32; if o —H axa2, I = 210; if o ~w oxa2x, I = 28; if o —H o3, / = 2" ■ 3; otherwise
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/ = 0. Hence there are

24- 34- 5 • 7(1 + 2" • 32 + 210 + 28 + 211 • 3)

pairs (x, y) with_y —H tz.

Similarly if y —H -n2z and o ~H c then / = 27; while if o ~H axa2,1 = 28 • 3 • 5;

otherwise 1 = 0. Hence there are 27- 33 • 7(1 + 27 • 28 • 3 • 5) pairs (x, y) with

v ~„7z,z.ThusH     2

a(z) = 22 • 33 • 7 x 2,820,636.

a(jx) = 35 • 5 ■ 7 • 11 • 13 X 3,608,577. Again we will take x ~G z, y —Gy, but

this time with (xy)" = j for some n. Clearly x,y E CG(j) and we will use the same

notation as in Lemma 12. There are precisely three classes of involutions in M(22)

and another three classes in Aut M(22) — M(22). In CG(J)' - (j) we have four

classes of involutions with representatives z,jz, zx,j2, wherey2 E Cy(y) — Cy(o,02)

and y2 ~/2y, z, ~ z,y in CG(j). In CG(j) - CG(j)' there are two classes of

involutions with representatives y0, y0 where </0, z,> X (y) = Cy(¡u) n Cy(y), </x)

a Sylow 5-subgroup of CH(j). Further we have y0—j0j, j'0~j'0j in CG(j). In

addition, there is one class of elements of order four in CG(y) — CG(j)' with square

y; namely (j0uzx)2 =/. Since CG(j)' is isomorphic to the centralizer of a 3-trans-

position in M(23), no element of CG(/)' squares toy (see [1]).

If (xy)" = j, n odd, then by the above remarks, x ~ z, y ~/z in CG(j). It is

enough therefore to determine the number of conjugates of z</> in CG(y) whose

product with z</> has odd order. With the use of the character table for M(22) [25]

and the properties of Mi/22) given in Part I, we compute that there are 1, 214- 33,

210, 213- 5 conjugates of z(j) whose product with z(j) is conjugate to 1, ¡i, axa2x,

axa2, respectively. Hence if n is odd we get 35 • 5 ■ 7 • 11 • 13 X 484,353 pairs.

Now suppose n is even. By the remarks above we need only consider x, y E

NG((j0uzxy) n CG(y) - CG(j0uzx)n CG(j). Let w = j0uzx and we will use the

relations given for CH(axa2) in the proof of Lemma 12. In addition, as there exists

g E G with axaf = c and zg = t, we have [u, v] = [u, ir2] = [v,ir2] = tz. A compu-

tation yields that (t,j0tr2uvy (at E4) E CH(w) and that uzx inverts w. Also, C(u) n

Oj,(CH(axa2)) = (oxa2, o) a E9 is a Sylow 3-subgroup of CH(w). Without loss we

assume [u, Cj(axa2c)] = 1 so that Cy(w) n Cj(axa2c~x) at Eg. Thus

•A) - C'(") n [<o,o2>, J] a F4 X Qg * Qg

and Cj(w) = J0 X </>.

From the structure of Aut M22, we have C(wE) in NX(E)/E is isomorphic to

Fg • GL(3, 2). Further, CE(j0) = CE(w) = E2i and w has 128 conjugates in wE,jQ

has 16, while the remaining 112 involutions are conjugate to y0 in CG(j) (with

y'ó —G z). It follows that

CH(w) = <>> X J0(oxo2, oy(t,j0TT2uvy.

Let V = J0(t,j0Tr2uvy and W = V n E. We easily see that K X <w> is a Sylow

2-subgroup of CG(w) and that V is of type ñ7(3) (see Part I, §6). Further, we can
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show NG(W) n CG(w)/W X (w) a F2(7) (the argument is similar to Part I,

Lemma 6.3). It follows that CG(w)/(wy is simple and, hence, CG(w)/(w) a

PSp6(2) by a result of Solomon [27]. Since uzx centralizes V(axa2, o>, assuming

uzx ~G/, (rather than wz,z) we have NG((w)) = (uzx, w) X P, P at PSp6(2).

The group P has 4 classes of involutions with representatives z, z2, z2z,j3 where

z2 E Z(J0) — <z>,/3 E (Cj(oxo2c) n If) — <z> (so all four involutions lie in W).

It follows that uzxP has 5 classes of involutions with only uzx, uzxz2 conjugate toy,

(we assume z2 has only 7 conjugates in If and CP(z2)/ W at 25). The coset

w ■ uzxP = j0P also has 5 classes of involutions with only /q, JqZ conjugate toy,

(recall/0F contains only 8 conjugates of/, andy0 ~jJqZ).

Since xy = w implies x — yw, the remarks above yield that if xy = w then

x ~~ uzxz and y —y0z or x ~/0z2 and y ~ uzxz2 in NG((w)). From the structure of

F at PSp6(2) we compute that \{zg\g E P and z • zg has odd order)| = 1 + 27

while |{z2g| g E P and z2 • zf has odd order}| = 1 + 25. Also, uzxz has 2 • 32 • 5 ■ 7

conjugates in NG((wy) while uzxz2 has 2 • 32- 7 conjugates. Hence if « is odd we

get

28 • 35 • 5 • 11 • 13 X (2 • 32 • 5 • 7 x 129 + 2 • 32 • 7 x 33)

= 35- 5 - 7 • 11 • 13 X 3,124,224 pairs.

It follows that

a(jx) = 35 • 5 • 7 • 11 ■ 13 X 3,608,577

and therefore that \G\ = |A/(24)'|.

Lemma 14. F/ie group G is simple.

Proof. We have 0(G) = 1 because z ~G/2 ~Gj2z and 0(//) = 1. If 1 ^ N <

G then z E N since if F is a Sylow 2-subgroup of // (and hence of G), Z(T) =

(zy. Thus // = <zG n //> ç N and so A7 = G (using Z(F) = <z> and the Frat-

tini argument).

This completes the proof of the theorem in case (b).

4. The proof of case (c). Throughout this section we will assume:

Hypothesis 2. Let G be a finite group which satisfies the assumptions of the theorem.

In addition, suppose that G ¥= H ■ O(G) and H = F<tt,> or H = K(trx, 7z2>.

Lemma 15. The group G has a subgroup G0 of index two with G0 n H = K(ir2y.

Further G0 is a simple group and \G0\ = |/Vf(24)'|.

Proof. Recall that Cy(7r,) a E4 x Qg* Qg* Qg* Qg and that C¡¿mx)/Cj(ttx) at

Z3 X PSp4(3). Let Z = Z(Cy(7z,)) a Eg so that CH(Z) covers CfJ(iTx)/Cj(-nx) • <c>.

Thus Z — (zy contains 6 conjugates of y',. Let S denote a Sylow 2-subgroup of

CH(tTx) and note that Z(S) <Z (Z, 7z,>. Suppose at first that it2 = 1.

Since z E S' n Z(S) Q Z we see that S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(7r,). As

\S\ < 219 it follows that 7z, is not conjugate (in G) to any involution in /. Now let

T3(vy be a Sylow 2-subgroup of NH((oxo2y) with u, trx E T3 Q C^ct,^. As

</> <] F3 and [v, tz,] E i<z>, </, z> E (T3 n CH(t))'. Let/ E Cy(w) n T3 as usual
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so that (u, Cj(j) n F3>' = </, z>. Since CH(tj) n Ar//«o,o2» covers (vyT3/T3 n

/ we have (C(tj) n F3<t>»' D (t, z,jy. Thus if / is any involution in z7 and F is a

Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(l) we have / E L'. It follows immediately that / -*<G 77,.

If 7T2 =¿= 1 then w2 = z, so (tz,/-)2 = 1 where r is an element of order 4 in Cy(7z,).

We compute that CH(trxr) has Sylow 2-subgroup S0 of order 214 if H = F<7z,>, 215

if |// : F| = 4. In either case Z(50) Ç <tz„ r, Z> whence z E S¿ n ß,(Z(S0)) C Z.

It follows that 5"0 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(trxr) and that 77/ is not conjugate (in

G) to any involution in K.

We will now show that 7z, (or 77,/y is not conjugate to any involution in

AX"2) ~ K- Let / be an involution in K(ir2y — K and F a Sylow 2-subgroup of

CH(l). If z ~G/2 then there exists g E ArG«z,y2» with CjU^ covering

02(CH(j2))/Cj(j2) at (F2,7z2> a E32. It follows that / is conjugate to some involu-

tion in J. Suppose now z ^Gy2. Clearly Z(L) Q (I, Cy(/)>, whence if Z(L) =

(I, zy, L' n Z(L) = (zy. In particular, F is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(l). If

Z(F) d (I, zy and there exists F, ç CG(/) with |F, :F| = 2, as <z> <(1F, and

(Z(L) n J — (zy) <pF,, we have without loss z ~G / and Iz conjugate (in G) to

(all) those involutions in Z(L) n J — <z>. Combining these results we see that if F

is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(l) then / is conjugate to an involution in F Thus

/ -^G 77, and if / —G -nxr then / —H tz2 or 7z2z (as Ch(tt2uv) has Sylow 2-subgroup of

order 214). However, as zG n Z(L) = {z} in this case we must have /—H mxr,

which is impossible.

By Thompson's transfer theorem [29] we have that G contains a subgroup G0 of

index two with G0 n H = K, K(ir2), or F<tz3>. The lemma now follows from our

results in §3.

Lemma 16. Ife have tr2 = 1 and CG(7r,) as Z2 X Af(23).

Proof. From the proof of Lemma 6, CG(n) n G0/</¿) as ág or S,. Since 7z, acts

as an outer automorphism on CG(n) n G0, we have CG(ju)/</i> a 28 or 29. As

c ~G o,o2, CG(c)/03(CG(c)) a Z2- t/4(3) • Z2 whence CG(c) n CG(ju) contains a

four group, i.e. Cg(ju)/<ju.> a 29. Thus 7z2 = 1 and Ch(itx) covers H/K. It follows

that Ch(ttx) n G0 satisfies the asumptions of Part I, Theorem C. Replacing 77, by

77,z if necessary we have CG(77,) n GG(ju.) at Z2X ZiX 27. Hence (z) is not

weakly closed in CG(77,) and CG (77,) does not contain a normal four group. It

follows immediately from Theorem C of Part I that CG(77,) = Z2 X M(23).

Lemma 17. The conjugacy class -nx   is a class of 3-transpositions and G a M(24).

Proof. From the character table for Af(23) given in [26] we see that the only

proper subgroups of M(23) of index less than \G: CG(77,)| = 306,936 have index

31,671 (= 34- 17 • 23), 137,632 (= 25 • 11 • 17 • 23), 275,264 (= 26- 11 • 17 • 23).

Hence by Lemma 16 we see that there exists g E G (in fact we may take

g E J - Cy(77,)) with Cg(t7,) n CG(77f) of order 2 • \M(22)\ and index 31,671 in

CG(77,). From the remarks before Lemma 4, there is an element X —H oxo2x which

is inverted by 77, and such that Cy(77,) d Cy(X). Thus CH(irx) n CH(X) = A where

CH(X) = <A> X A (because 77, r^H mxz). As any Sylow 2-subgroup of A has centre

equal to <z>, it follows that |Cg(t7,) n CG(it\)\ = 213 • n, n odd.
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We have shown therefore that G is a rank three extension of CG(77,), whence 77 ,G

is a class of 3-transpositions. Since G" = G¿ = G0 by Lemma 14, Fischer's result

[1] yields G a Af(24).

The proof of the theorem is now complete.

PART III

The following result is proved.

Theorem. Let G be a finite group, z an involution in G and suppose H = CG(z)

satisfies:

(i) J = 02(H) is extra-special of order 213 with CH(J) E /;

(ii) H contains a normal subgroup K with K/023(H) a U4(3) and 023(H)/J at

z3;

(iii) G ^ H ■ O(G) and \H : K\ = 2.
Then G a M(24)'.

The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Part II.

Corollary. Suppose G, H, z satisfy only (i) and (ii) of the theorem. Then one of

the following holds :

(a) G = HO(G);

(b) H/K a z2 and G « M(24)';

(c) H/K at Z2 X Z2 and G a M(24).

Throughout this part we will assume conditions (i), (ii), (iii) hold. In Part II we

have shown that under these hypotheses G is a simple group of the same order as

M(24)' and that if j is an involution in G with j r*-G z, then CG(j) is a nonsplit

extension of a group of order two by Aut M(22). We will begin by listing properties

of G which were determined in Part II, and as far as possible we will use the same

notation.

Let F be a Sylow 2-subgroup of H with F n CH(j) a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(j).

Let F be the unique elementary abelian subgroup of order 2" in F so that

CG(E) = F and NG(E)/E = M24 (the Mathieu group). Put C = CG(/)' so that

C/(j) a M(22). In NG(E),j has 276 conjugates in F which break up into 4 classes

in NC(E) with representatives y (1 conjugate), z, (22), z,y (22) and y'z (231). We

have z, — zxj in CG(y) n NG(E), and NC(E)/E at M22.

For the element oxo2x of order three we have that

C„(oxo-2x) = Cj{oxo2x) -M-(t, uv, 772><o3>

where

and

In addition,

Cj(°i°2l) -Qs* Qs* Qs* ôs>    M * E?

C//(o,o21)/G2,3(C//(o,o21)) aZ2 X &4.

Nn«0ia2l>) = CH{axa2x) ■ <«z>,    uz ~Gj,

NH{(oxo2xy)/0X3{CH{oxo2x)) at Z2 X 2«,
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and Ar//((o,o21>) — CH(axo2) contains precisely one class of involutions (with

representative uz) which are conjugate toy in G. Finally,

CH(uz) n CH(axa2) = Cs((uz, axa2xy) ■ M0- (t, 772, wt>>

where

Cj((uz, axo2xy) at Z2 X Z2 X Qg * Qg,    M0 = CM(uz) a E21

and in fact CH(uz) n CH(oxa2x) is isomorphic to the centralizer of an involution in

07(3).

Lemma 1. We have S2, = CG(uz) n CG(axa2x) at ß7(3) and CG(S2,) = (uz, axa2xy

a23.

Proof. As CG(axa2x) D CG(a3) and z ~ 772wu in CG(a3) (see Part II, Lemma 10),

Theorem D of Part I yields that Œ, a £27(3). To complete the proof it is enough to

show that CH(iïx) = (z, uz, axa2xy. Now S2, n H D (c, axa2y and we may assume

y2 EÍ2, n/ (y2 ~G z). The structures of CH((c, axa2y) and CH(j^j now give the

required result.

1. The construction of the subgroup X a M(23). Let NC(E) c F c AfG(F) with

F/F a M23 and/ —£ ¿,- (F exists because of the structure of A/24-see [23].) As/

has 23 conjugates in L,j ^L zxj. Put C, = CG(z,)' and note that zxc,jc' are classes

of 3-transpositions in C, C,, respectively, with z,z,x ~G 0,02' or [z,, z,x] = 1 for all

x E C.

Take k E C, - C with A: ~G/ (thus Ay ~G 0,02'). We now define % = {/} u

zxc u kc and let A" = NG($). By Lemma 1,0- CG(k) n CG(y) = CC(Â:) m fi7(3);

and we also have Cc(zx) = CG(z,) n CG(j). It follows therefore that

f n } = {;}    for all 5 E CG(y) - C. (1)

Since NH((axa2xy) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of NG((axa2xy) and

NH((axa2xy) — CH(axa2x) contains precisely one class of involutions conjugate to/

in G,

V U £d {gE G|g~c/,g/'~Go,o2-1}. (2)

(Note that f = f ' for s, j, E Cc(y) - C.)

We prove next that

xz, ~G 0,02'    for all x E % — C,. (3)

If x E z,c this is clear as z,c is a class of 3-transpositions in C. Suppose that

x E k c. From the character table of M(22) (see [25]) we have

c = fi(c, n c) u iMC, n c)

where w E A^F) - C„ w2 E C, and z,1" = z2 Í CG(Â:). (Since A: E CG(E) = F

and NC(E)/E a M22 is 2-transitive on the 22 conjugates of z, in NC(E), we can

find such a w.) Hence Ac = Ar(c'nC) u ArM,(C,nC) and it is enough to show that

kwzx —G 0,02".

As k E C„ kw E C2 = CG(z2)' and [Aw, z,] # 1. Now Ar'/'-c o^1 by defini-

tion of $ so kwzx -~G axa2x also as/C2 is a class of 3-transpositions in C2 and/ — z,

in F n C2. Thus (3) is proved.
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Choose g E C, n NG(E) - C with g2 E C and let

z3 =/*(|C, n AG(F): C, n NC(E)\ =2-11).

We will show that g E X — NG(f). From the structure of F we can find y E

NC(E) with zyx = z3, whence [x, z3] = 1 or xz3 ~G 0,02 ' for all x E ^ by (3).

As z3CnC' E z3c = z,c and/C| = {/} u z3CnC| u A;CnC\ it follows that/C| = j-

n C, - {z,}, whence (J n Cx)g = \ n c,.

Let x E fy — Cx. Thus xz, ~G o,oj' by (3), so xgz, ~G 0,02' also. If [x, z3] = 1,

x8 E C whence xg E f as required. Therefore we will assume xz3 —G axa2x so

•*!/ ~G aia2' ~G Jc^i- It follows that (xg,j, z,> a 24 with xgjzx of order four.

Suppose x«í f. By (2) we have xg E f, s E CG(y) - C. Choose j so that

z\ = z,/ (see the remarks above). Let xg = x\ for some xx £ $.. Then [z,, x,] = 1

or x,z, ~G o,o2 ' by (3) so (xxzx)s has order two or three. However (xxzx)s = xgzxj

has order four, a contradiction. Thus xg E % and therefore g E NG(f) = X.

We have proved that C c X E G. From above we have C = Cx(j). Since

j ~-G zx ~Gjzx, O(X) = 1. Let A be a minimal normal subgroup of A1. From

C/</> a M(22) and/ E C it follows that/ E A". Hence C E N as/ —^ z,. As A'

is minimal normal, the structure of C yields that N is simple whence N a M(23) by

a result of D. Hunt [12]. Now F n C is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N with Z(F n C)

= <z,/>. Finally, as z,j,jz have nonisomorphic centralizers in N (see [12] or Part

I) the Frattini argument yields N = X. We have proved

Lemma 2. The group G contains a subgroup X isomorphic to M(23).

2. Some properties of X.

Lemma 3. We have G = X u XsX u AVA" where X n Xs = C and \X : C\ =

31,671 w/i/Ve F> = X n A" iötö/fei [IT: D\ » 275,264.

Proof. From the character table for M(23) in [26], we see that X has only four

permutation characters of degree < 306,936 = \G : X\:

<p0(l) = 1;    <p,(l) = 31,671;    <p2(l) = 137,632;    <p3(l) = 275,264.

If cp is the permutation character for the representation of G on the cosets of X,

then by considering values of <p, <¡d, (i = 1, 2, 3) on involutions we get <p = <p0 + <p,

+ qs3. The lemma follows.

Lemma 4. Let D be a subgroup of X of index 275,264. Then D contains precisely

two classes of involutions with representatives z (\CD(z)\ = 212- 35) and jz (\CD(jz)\

= 210 • 35 • 5 • 7).

Proof. We first note that \D\ = 2X2 ■ 313 • 52 • 7 • 13 and <p3 is the permutation

character associated with D. From the character table, q>3(z) = 320, (p3(y) = 0»

<p3(/z) = 2816 which yields zD = zx n D and |CD(z)| = 212- 3s,J* n /) = 0 and

IC^O'z)! = 210 • 35 • 5 • 7 • /z, 1 < «.< 4. It remains to prove that n = 1.

Let p be an element of order 7 in CD(jz). Then Cj/»') a Z7 X 25 and

lA'jr«»'»: Cj^íOI = 6. From <p3(v) = 10 it follows that \CD(v)\ = 7 X 12 whence, as

(p3 vanishes on elements of order 42, CD(v) at Z7 X &4. Hence all involutions which

centralize an element of order 7 in D are conjugate in D. This yields n = 1.
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Lemma 5. There exists an involution d ~xj with d E NX(D) and CD(d) a fi7(3).

Proof. Without loss we may assume z E D. If M* is a Sylow 3-subgroup of

CD(z) then M* is a Sylow 3-subgroup of Cx(z). Since/* ç\ D =0,

[M*,J] =JnD^Qg*Qg*Qg*Qs.

Hence J n D — (zy contains an involution j2 ~x z, whence a Sylow 2-subgroup

of CD(z)/CD(z) n J must be elementary abelian of order 8 by Proposition 7 of

[16]. The structure of Aut PSp4(3) yields CD(z)/CD(z) n/a£8,. (Z2 X (24)-see

Part I. It follows from the structure of Cx(z) that there exists d E Nx(CD(z)) with

tz ~ d in H n X (tz ~Gj and NX(M*) n Cx(zj/(z, M*> as Z2 X 24-see Part I).

A computation yields that Cx(d) n CD(z) is isomorphic to the centralizer of an

involution in S27(3). Clearly 0(CD(d)) = 1, and as \CD(d)\ > \Cx(d)\ |/>|/|A"|, Part

I, Theorem D yields CD(d) a ñ7(3).

Let <f>, <p> be Sylow 7-, 13-subgroups, respectively, of CD(d). Then Cx(p) a

Z,3 X 23, CD(p) at ZX3 X Z3, CD(p) n CD(d) = <p>, and in each case

Ar«p»/C(p)aZ6 (see [25] and [26]). Thus d normalizes ND((Py). Similarly it

follows from CD(d) n CD(v) at Z7 X Z2, A/,«») n CD(d)/CD(v) n CD(d) a Z6

(see [25]) and the structure of Nx((vy), ND((vy) that d also normalizes ND((t>y).

Hence d E NX(D) by Sylow's theorem.

Lemma 6. Ife have D' at D4(3), D/D' at Z3, and if D0 = (D, dy, then DJD' =

23 and D0 E Aut D'. Further D0 — D contains precisely one class of involutions

conjugate to j in X i.e.jx n D0 = dD° = dD.

Proof. The last statement follows from the fact that the representation of X on

the cosets of D0 must have permutation character <p2. Asjx is a class of 3-transposi-

tions, dD° is a class of 3-transpositions in D0. Clearly D0 = (dD°y, Z(D0) = O2(D0)

= O3(D0) = 1, so Fischer's result [1] yields D¿ j= D¿'.

If F0 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(z) n D0 then Z(T0) = (zy and (zD n CD(z)y

= °2,3,2 (Cß(2))- Tnus the Frattini argument yields D' = D" and |Z> : D'\ < 3.

Hence |F> : D'\ = 3 and </>', rf> a D4(3) ■ Z2 at 08+(3) by Fischer [1]. The other

assertions in the lemma follow from the structure of Cx(z) n D0.

Lemma 7. The subgroup X contains exactly one conjugacy class of subgroups

isomorphic to D0 (at D4(3) ■ 23).

Proof. Suppose D* c X, D* a D0 but D* is not conjugate to D0. We may

assume d E D0 n u*. Now CD(d) a S27(3) and this subgroup contains no con-

jugates of d. By [30] (17 -2-4), M(22) contains precisely two classes of subgroups

isomorphic to fi7(3). If [dx, d] ¥= 1 for x E X then Cx((dx, dy) at ß7(3) and this

subgroup contains conjugates of d. Thus we may assume that D0 n D* D CD(d) X

(dy.

Let <p> be a Sylow 13-subgroup of CD(d). Then

<p> x <//> e cD(d) x (dy q d0 n /)0*,

Cfl» = Cx(p) a Z,3 X 23,

whence D0 n D* d CDf¡(d). It follows immediately that D0 = D* and the lemma is

proved.
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3. The graph for G? In this section we will consider various graphs, all of which

will be undirected without loops or multiple edges. If T is a graph and x a vertex in

T then Y x will denote the subgraph of T whose vertices are those connected (by an

edge) to x.

The graph T(6I)). Let ty = jx, the class of 3-transpositions of X. The graph T(^)

has vertex set ^ and {d, e} is an edge for d, e E <tf) if and only if 1 ^ ed = de.

The graph T(^, D0, Ad). Let 77: Dx -^ D%-n be a bijection with D$ n Dxit = 0.

Put A = Dx u D%tt. Fischer [30] defines the graph T = T^, Z>0, Ad) in the

following way: T has vertex set {77} u ty U A with edges as given below:

{77, y) is an edge if and only if y E <$ ;

{d, e) is an edge, d, e E ty, if and only if 1 =f= de = ed;

\d, F»0X} is an edge, d E <$, x E X, if and only if d E F>0*;

{d, /)q77} is an edge, d E °T), x E X, if and only if {*/, D¿} is an edge.

Fix d E ty n D0; let T* be the graph with vertex set Td and edges as defined

above plus a set of edges Ad with vertices in A so that T* a TC^ ).

Ad is a set of edges in T.

For each g E Z)0, define the map g/x on T by

*(&) = 77;    ¿(git) = d*        (d E <$);

Í ^o*       if ° = -Do" e A>

( gH) - J ̂  *%     if s = ß ̂  E A

(Ô,, o2}   is   an   edge,   o,,   o2 E A   if  and   only  if   there   exists  g E D0  with

{fii(«0,«2(«0} eA«z-
The graph T = r(<î), D0, Ad) is a central extension of T^) with respect to £>0,

A¿. In [30] Fischer proves that the definition of T is independent of the choice of

d E ¿D [30, 19.1.4], Td at r^) [30, 19.1.2], T has transitive group of automor-

phisms isomorphic to M(24) [30, 19.1.5; 19.2.7] and the central extension is unique

[30, §20]. Further Doti Ç Aut T [30, 10.6.3].

The graph T(G). The vertex set for T(G) is {Ag|g EG} while {Ag, A"y) is an

edge if and only if Xg n Xy = C = Z2- M(22). We will use below the fact that

NG(X) = X. (Without loss c E Cx(z) and as CH(c)/(c, zy at U4(3) while CH(c) n

X/(c,zy a PSp4(3), we have NG(Cx(z)) = Cx(z). The Frattini argument yields

NG(X) = X.)

Our aim, of course, is to prove that T(G) a r. Let X n Xs = C (with Z(C) =

</» and Xr n X = /), with A^(Z)) = (d, Dy = £>0. We note that for x E A",

C n C^(y^) a C, (Z2 X Z2) • i/6(2) (if 1 ¥>j T = Jx -J) or ß7(3) and D0 n £>£ «

Z>0, D4(2) ■ 23 or a soluble group [30, 18.3.16].

Let a: {77} u $ -* {X} u {Asjc|jc El}be defined by

77a = X;        ja = Xsx    for x E X.

Note that (jx) = Z(C*) = Z(A"J n X)x = Z(A-ÎA; n A").

By definition {ir,jx} is an edge and {A', Xsx) = {<na,jxa} is an edge for all

x E X. Suppose  {Xsx, Xsy}  is an edge (x,y E X) so that Xsx nF=C. If

2In this section, results of the form [30, 19.1.4] refer to Lemma 19.1.4 of [30], etc.
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Ux,f] ¥* 1 then £2* = Xsx n X» n X - S27(3), and by Lemma 1, CG(fl*) =

(jx,jyy. However if <e> = Z(XSX n A"^), e E CG(fi*), which is a contradiction.

Thus [jx,jy] = 1. Conversely, suppose {jx,jy} is an edge so that [jx,jy] = 1.

Then (A^* n A") n (Xv n X) at (Z2 X Z2) ■ U(2), whence Xsx nF = Cas re-

quired. Therefore {Xsx, Xsy} is an edge in T(G)X if and only if {jx,jy} is an edge

in TT. In particular, we have proved that T(G)A- a T(6D) and, as G is transitive on

T(G), T(G)^ a r(6D) for all g E G.

For convenience take/ = d E D0 and extend the definition of a to Td by taking

a|r to be an isomorphism from Td to TiG)^. (This is possible because of the way

Ad is chosen in the definition of T.) As in Lemma 3 take Xr n X = D (for some

r E G). If Z>o E Yd for x E G we claim that {D¿a, Dfaa} = {Xrx, Xrdx). Note

that {D0, D0<n) is uniquely determined by the set (^ n D0) of involutions joined to

D0, D0it. Let e = dg so that ea = Aig. Since a is an isomorphism we must show

therefore that {e, D0] is an edge if and only if both {Asg, Xrx} and {Xsg, Xrdx)

are edges.

If {Xsg, Xrx} is an edge, Xsg n Xrx a C from which we get X n Xsg n X" -

£27(3). Since X n A'"'* = A" n A"" the possible intersections of conjugates of D0 in

X yield Xsg n A"*** a C also. The same argument yields the converse so we have

{Aig, Xrx] is an edge if and only if {Xsg, Xrdx] is an edge. Since Cx(e) n Xrx Ç

X n Xsg n Xrx, the argument of Lemma 5 yields that if Xsg n Xrx a C then

e E ¿>0X (Z>* = A"rx n X), Suppose now that e E Z)0X. Then Cx(e) n Dx - fi7(3)

and so X n Xsg r\ Xrx contains a subgroup isomorphic to ß7(3). As above this

yields that Xsg n Xrx at C. This completes the proof that {D¿a, Dfra} =

{Xrx, Xrdx). Without loss we may take D0a = Xr, D0ira = Xrd.

Let ß denote the representation of G on the cosets of X, i.e. Xy(gß) = A^g for

y,g E G. For each e = dg E DQ n 6¡>, g E D, define

ae: Te ^ T(G)Xsg    by ae = (g-xV)a(gß).

From the definition we have 7ra,. = 77a = X, and if dx E Te, then dxae = dxa =

Xsx. We show that the definition of ae is independent of g. Since jit, ß are

homomorphisms it is enough to show that for g E CD(d), (g~Xfx)a(gß) = a on r¿.

However this follows by Fischer [30, 10.5] as (g~X(i)a(gß)a~x fixes (Td n TJ u

{D0, D0tt} (we need here that g E D).

We next prove that if y E Te n Tf (for some / E ty n £>0) then yae = yaf.

Again, as it, yß are homomorphisms, it is enough to show that if y E Td n Te,

ya = yae. Suppose y E {D£, D^tt), so that (d, e> c D^. As the definition of ae is

independent of the choice of g (e = dg) we take g = ed E Dx. Thus y(g_1/i) = Y

and (ya)(gß) = ya, whence ya = ya,, as required.

Since Ztf n D0 n ^ ¥= 0 for all a: E A" [30, 19.1.5], we can define a: T -> T(G)

by a|r = ae for each e in Z)0 n ^. Each ae is an isomorphism, whence a is an

isomorphism and F at T(G).

Lemma 8. We have G a A/(24)'.

Proof. As we have proved r s r(G), G is isomorphic to a subgroup of

Aut T = Af(24). The lemma follows as both G, M(24)' are simple groups of order

{\M(24)\.
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